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Guest editorial Preface

John Krogstie, NTNU, Trondheim, Norway

Introduction to Special Issue on 
Exploring Modeling Methods in 
Systems analysis and Design

System analysis and design has been applying 
modeling techniques since the late seventies. 
Communities focusing on this were formed at 
the same time, exemplified with the IFIP work-
ing group 8.1 on planning, analysis, design and 
evaluation of information systems for organiza-
tions, formed in 1976.

At that time, the pervasiveness of com-
puting was not to any extent comparable to 
the situation now. I will use my own family 
to exemplify: 

In 1977 I (John Krogstie) was 10 years 
old. We had three TV-channels (by antenna). 
All writing were done by hand, and physical 
books where the dominant knowledge carrier. 
We had a calculator, but no computer, and one 
landline phone in the house.   

30 years later, in 2007 my eldest son was 
10 years: At home we had 4 computers and 5 
PDAs/Mobile phones. He has used computers 
since he was 3 years old, and used tools such 
as Google to find information from ‘anywhere’, 
and  Google Earth to travel the world virtually. 
Part of the school-work is done over internet 
using a Learning Management System (LMS), 
knowledge on physical processes is gained not 
only by reading the formulas in books, but by 

simulating using freely downloadable simula-
tors (such as PHET, http://phet.colorado.edu 
- Physics Education and Training).  

Among other things, the above illustrates 
the extent to which computing over the last 30 
years has gone from obscure to infrastructure. 
Take the example of the LMS; where we live 
it is expected that all have proper access to 
internet from home (those that do not, can do 
the same tasks from school. According to my 
son, very few need to).

Over these 30 years, one has regularly 
investigated how IT-systems are developed 
and used. In (Lientz & Swanson, 1978), results 
from a 1977 survey on distribution of work on 
IT in organizations where published. Somewhat 
surprisingly at that time, one found that almost 
half of the time was used on maintenance (i.e., 
changing systems that were already in produc-
tion). We have done similar investigations in 
Norway in 1993, 1998, 2003, and 2008. For 
some areas, there are large differences. As an 
example, Table 1 illustrates the developments 
in the main programming languages being used. 
The use of underlying technical platform has 
also changed dramatically



Other areas are remarkably stable. As 
illustrated in table 2, the split of the time use 
for development vs. maintenance is still like it 
was 30 years ago. (In absolute terms less time 
is used for both development and maintenance, 
since most of the time used by IT-departments 
these days are on user-support and systems 
operations). Over the last 20 years the percent-
age of so-called new systems that are in fact 
replacement systems, being installed basically 
to replace an old system, has stayed above 50%, 
rising slowly.

And even if some of the core technolo-
gies have changed as we exemplified above 

2008 2003 1998 1993 Nosek/Palvia 90 Lientz/Swanson 77

COBOL 4.5 0.5 32.6 49 51 52

4GL 12 13.5 16.9 24 8

C 2.4 12.5 15.4 4 3

C++ 17.5 23.1 15.1

C# 4.9

RPG/
Scripts

6.7 NA 12.9 4 10 22

Java 22.6 29.8 2

Ass. 0.4 0.9 3 12

Fortran 0.6 4 7 2.4

PASCAL 0.3 2

PL/1 0.3 2 3.2

Other 28.9 20.2 2.6 6 21 7.7

Table 1. Percentages of systems developed using different programming languages

Table 2. Comparisons of maintenance figures across investigations

Category 2008 2003 1998 1993 Nosek/Palvia 90 Lientz/Swanson 77

Development 21 22 17 30 35 43

Maintenance 35 37 41 40 58 49

Other work 44 41 42 30 7 8

Disregarding 
other work  

Development 34 34 27 41 38 47

Maintenance 66 66 73 59 62 53

with the developments from COBOL to Java, 
many long-term trends for the development is 
quite stable. The following is a list of trends 
in ICT that was originally written more than 
10 years ago:

• IT becomes infrastructure, ubiquitous and 
pervasive  

• Increasing miniaturization  
• All data potentially available from any-

where  
• Increasing amount of data of increasing 

number of data types  
• Increasing needs to structure data into 

information  
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• Increased virtualization  
• Integrating analog, digital and biologically 

based technology 

As overall trends, these have stayed and 
will stay (Although some of the developments 
might slow down when Moore’s low no longer 
applies in 10-15 years.)

What does this mean? One thing is that 
even if the role of ICT has changed (and for 
many has become less exotic and trivial); 
ICT-problems are still wicked problems. It is a 
challenge to make them in such a way that they 
can be used, operated and evolved to address 
new needs.  What was hard to do technically in 
1977 is trivial now, but gives the opportunity 
to address new needs. The field of ICT has 
due to its elasticity enormous challenges both 
practically and intellectually. ICT has become 
infrastructure in the sense that it is ubiquitously 
used in all disciplines, both for performing 
work and research. Although this gives large 
opportunities, it might also result in a lacking 
understanding both among children and within 
other disciplines for the need of ICT as a field on 
its own. ICT is not only a tool, but a particular 
way for the representation and reasoning on 
human knowledge. ICT provides specific ways 
of attacking a large number of problems. To 
be able to do this well within different fields, 
one needs people with intimate knowledge and 
skills in this way of problem-solving in itself.

IFIP 8.1 has a main aim to focus on the 
planning, analysis, design and evaluation of 
information systems for organizations.  A par-
ticular focus from the start (and throughout) 
has been on a particular type of knowledge 
representation and reasoning in the ICT area, 
the use of (conceptual) modeling techniques. 
Whereas ICT has become pervasive in society, 
the use of modeling in the development and 
evolution of ICT has not to the same degree, 
although there are many also industrial ap-
proaches that apply these types of approaches. 
The field of information systems analysis and 
design includes numerous evolving modeling 
methods, notations and approaches (e.g., ER, 

ORM, UML, BPMN, DSM, e3Value, i*). Even 
with some attempts to standardize (e.g., UML 
for object-oriented design), new modeling 
methods are still being introduced, many of 
which differ only marginally from existing ap-
proaches. These ongoing changes significantly 
impact the way information systems are being 
analyzed and designed in practice.

Whereas conceptual modeling was used 
primarily for system analysis and design in the 
seventies and eighties, the range of usage areas 
of these types of techniques are much more 
diverse today. In general five main categories 
for conceptual modeling can be distinguished:

• Human-sense making and communication: 
A conceptual model can give insight into 
the problems motivating the development 
project, and can help the systems develop-
ers and users understand the application 
system to be built. By hopefully helping to 
bridge the realm of the end-users and the 
system, it facilitates a more reliable and 
constructive exchange of opinions between 
users and the developers of the system, and 
between different users. The models both 
help and restrict the communication by 
establishing a nomenclature and a definition 
of phenomena in the modeling domain. 

• Computer-assisted analysis: To gain 
knowledge about the enterprise through 
simulation or deduction. Moreover, by 
analyzing the model instead of the business 
area itself, one might deduce properties that 
are difficult if not impossible to perceive 
directly since the model enables one to 
concentrate on just a few aspects at a time.

• Business Process Management (BPM) 
and quality assurance, ensuring e.g. that 
the organization acts according to the 
certified process achieved e.g. through an 
ISO-certification process.

• Model deployment and activation: To inte-
grate the model in an information system 
and thereby make it actively take part in 
the work performed by the organization. 
Models can be activated in three ways:
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a. Through people guided by process-
maps, where the system offers no 
active support.

b. Automatically, where the system plays 
an active role, as in most workflow 
systems.

c. Interactively, where the computer and 
the users co-operate in interpreting the 
model. The computer makes decisions 
about prescribed parts of the model, 
while the users resolve ambiguities.

• To give the context for a traditional sys-
tem development project, without being 
directly implemented. This is the traditional 
usage of the conceptual model, where it 
represents the system and requirements 
as a basis for design and implementation, 
acting in the end as documentation of the 
developed system

With this widening of scope, the type of 
approaches, stakeholders, domains, and tools 
have also become more diverse, making it more 
difficult (but not less important) to evaluate 
and compare different approaches to modeling. 
Evaluation of modeling approaches has been 
central in IFIP8.1 from the beginning, and this 
is a tradition that is continued through e.g.,  the 
EMMSAD workshops, which were held for the 
14th time in Amsterdam in 2009.  EMMSAD 
focuses on exploring, evaluating, and enhanc-
ing current information modeling methods and 
methodologies.  

For this special issue, we have asked au-
thors of the best papers from EMMSAD 2008 
and EMMSAD 2009 to provide extended ac-
counts of their work. After a traditional review 
process of the extended versions, 4 papers have 
been selected covering several approaches for 
analysis and design modeling. In particular these 
paper looks in detail on core areas of modeling, 
including data modeling, use of ontologies (as 
a specific type of data modeling) and process 
modeling.

In the article “The Role of Foundational 
Ontologies for Domain Ontology Engineer-
ing: An Industrial Case Study in the Domain 
of Oil and Gas Exploration and Production”  

by Giancarlo Guizzardi, Fernanda Baião, 
Mauro Lopes, and  Ricardo Falbo, the authors 
points to need of treating ontologies at differ-
ent levels. Ontologies are commonly used in 
computer science either as a reference model 
to support semantic interoperability, or as an 
artifact that should be efficiently represented 
to support tractable automated reasoning. This 
duality poses a tradeoff between expressivity 
and computational tractability that should be 
addressed in different phases of an ontology 
engineering process. The inadequate choice 
of a modeling language, disregarding the goal 
of each ontology engineering phase, can lead 
to serious problems in the deployment of the 
resulting model. This article discusses these 
issues by making use of an industrial case study 
in the domain of Oil and Gas.  

In the article “Atomicity and semantic 
normalization” Andy Carver and Terry Halpin 
have a fresh look on data-model normalization. 
A common aim of data modeling is to produce 
schemas whose instantiations are always 
redundancy-free. This is especially useful 
when the implementation target is a relational 
database. The paper contrasts two very differ-
ent approaches to attaining a redundancy-free 
relational schema. The Object-Role Modeling 
(ORM) approach emphasizes capturing se-
mantics first in terms of atomic (elementary or 
existential) fact types, followed by synthesis of 
fact types into relation schemes. Normalization 
by decomposition instead focuses on “non-loss 
decomposition” to various, and progressively 
more refined, so-called normal forms. Tradi-
tionally, non-loss decomposition of a relation 
requires decomposition into smaller relations 
that, upon natural join, yield the exact original 
population. Non-loss decomposition of a table 
scheme (or relation variable) requires that the 
decomposition of all possible populations of 
the relation scheme is reversible in this way. In 
this paper the authors show that the dependency 
requirement for “all possible populations” is 
too restrictive for definitions of multivalued 
and join dependencies over relation schemes. 
By exploiting modeling heuristics underlying 
ORM, they offer better definitions of these data 
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dependencies, and of “non-loss decomposition”, 
thus enabling these concepts to be addressed 
properly at a semantic level.

Jan Mendling, Jan Recker and Hajo Reijers 
discuss in their article “On the Usage of Labels 
and Icons in Business Process Modeling” an 
important area of process model quality. The 
value of business process models is dependent 
not only on the choice of graphical elements in 
the model, but also on their annotation with ad-
ditional textual and graphical information. This 
research discusses the use of text and icons for 
labeling the graphical constructs in a process 
model. The authors use two established verb 
classification schemes to examine the choice 
of activity labels in process modeling practice. 
They synthesize a set of twenty-five activity 
label categories and propose a systematic ap-
proach for graphically representing these label 
categories through the use of graphical icons, 
such that the resulting process models are easier 
and more readily understandable by end users.  

The final paper of the special issue “Sup-
porting Ontology-based Semantic Annotation 
of Business Processes with Automated Sugges-
tions” by Chiara Di Francescomarino and Paolo 
Tonella also bring together knowledge from 
linguistics and conceptual modeling, and bridge 
ontologies (as static modeling) with process 
modeling. Annotation of business processes 
with semantic tags taken from a domain ontol-
ogy is beneficial to several activities conducted 
on Business Processes, such as comprehension, 
documentation, analysis and evolution. On the 
other hand, the task of semantically annotating 
Business Processes is time-consuming and far 
from trivial. The article presents an approach 
to support Business Process designers in the 
annotation of process elements by automatically 
suggesting candidate concepts. The annotation 
suggestions are computed on the basis of a 
similarity measure between the text information 

associated with process element labels and the 
ontology concepts. In turn, this requires sup-
port for the disambiguation of terms appearing 
in ontology concepts, which admit multiple 
linguistic senses, and for ontology extension, 
when the available concepts are insufficient.

John Krogstie
Guest Editor
IJISMD
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INTroDuCTIoN

Since the word ontology was mentioned in a 
computer related discipline for the first time 
(Mealy, 1967), ontologies have been applied 

in a multitude of areas in computer science. 
The first noticeable growth of interest in the 
subject in mid 1990’s was motivated by the 
need to create principled representations of 
domain knowledge in the knowledge sharing 
and reuse community in Artificial Intelligence 
(AI). Nonetheless, an explosion of works related 
to the subject only happened in the past decade, 

The role of Foundational 
ontologies for Domain 
ontology Engineering:

an Industrial Case Study in the Domain of 
oil and Gas Exploration and Production

Giancarlo Guizzardi, NEMO Group, Federal University of Espírito Santo, Brazil

Fernanda Baião, NP2Tec/Federal University of the State of Rio de Janeiro (UNIRIO), Brazil

Mauro Lopes, NP2Tec/Federal University of the State of Rio de Janeiro (UNIRIO), Brazil

Ricardo Falbo, NEMO Group, Federal University of Espírito Santo, Brazil

abSTraCT
Ontologies are commonly used in computer science either as a reference model to support semantic interoper-
ability, or as an artifact that should be efficiently represented to support tractable automated reasoning. This 
duality poses a tradeoff between expressivity and computational tractability that should be addressed in differ-
ent phases of an ontology engineering process. The inadequate choice of a modeling language, disregarding 
the goal of each ontology engineering phase, can lead to serious problems in the deployment of the resulting 
model. This article discusses these issues by making use of an industrial case study in the domain of Oil and 
Gas. The authors make the differences between two different representations in this domain explicit, and 
highlight a number of concepts and ideas that were implicit in an original OWL-DL model and that became 
explicit by applying the methodological directives underlying an ontologically well-founded modeling language.
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highly motivated by the growing interest on the 
Semantic Web, and by the key role played by 
ontologies in that initiative.

There are two common trends in the tradi-
tional use of the term ontology in computer sci-
ence: (i) firstly, ontologies are typically regarded 
as an explicit representation of a shared concep-
tualization, i.e., a concrete artifact representing 
a model of consensus within a community and 
a universe of discourse. Moreover, in this sense 
of a reference model, an ontology is primarily 
aimed at supporting semantic interoperability 
in its various forms (e.g., model integration, 
service interoperability, knowledge harmoniza-
tion, and taxonomy alignment); (ii) secondly, 
the discussion regarding representation mecha-
nisms for the construction of domain ontologies 
is, typically, centered on computational issues, 
not truly ontological ones.

An important aspect to be highlighted is 
the incongruence between these two trends. In 
order for an ontology to be able to adequately 
serve as a reference model, it should be con-
structed using an approach that explicitly takes 
foundational concepts into account; this is, 
however, typically neglected for the sake of 
computational complexity.

The use of foundational concepts that take 
truly ontological issues seriously is becoming 
more and more accepted in the ontological 
engineering literature, i.e., in order to represent 
a complex domain, one should rely on engi-
neering tools such as design patterns, compu-
tational environments, modeling languages and 
methodologies that are based on well-founded 
ontological theories in the philosophical sense 
(e.g., Burek, 2006; Fielding, 2004). Especially 
in a domain with complex concepts, relations 
and constraints, and with potentially serious 
risks which could be caused by interoperability 
problems, a supporting ontology engineering 
approach should be able to: (a) allow the con-
ceptual modelers and domain experts to be ex-
plicit regarding their ontological commitments, 
which in turn enables them to expose subtle 
distinctions between models to be integrated 
and to minimize the chances of running into 
a False Agreement Problem (Guarino, 1998); 

(b) support the user in justifying their modeling 
choices and providing a sound design rationale 
for choosing how the elements in the universe 
of discourse should be modeled in terms of 
language elements.

This marks a contrast to practically all 
languages used in the tradition of knowledge 
representation and conceptual information 
modeling, in general, and in the semantic web, 
in particular (e.g., RDF, OWL, F-Logic, UML, 
EER). Although these languages provide the 
modeler with mechanisms for building con-
ceptual structures (e.g., taxonomies or partono-
mies), they offer no support neither for helping 
the modeler on choosing a particular structure 
to model elements of the subject domain nor 
for justifying the choice of a particular structure 
over another. Finally, once a particular structure 
is represented, the ontological commitments 
which are made remain, in the best case, tacit in 
the modelers’ mind; in the worst case, even the 
modelers and domain experts remain oblivious 
to these commitments.

An example of an ontologically well-
founded modeling language is the version of 
UML 2.0 proposed in (Guizzardi, 2005) and, 
thereafter, dubbed OntoUML. This language has 
its real-world semantics defined in terms of a 
number of ontological theories, such as theory 
of parts, of wholes, types and instantiation, 
identity, dependencies, unity, etc. However, in 
order to be as explicit as possible regarding all 
the underlying subtleties of these theories (e.g., 
modal issues, different modes of predication, 
higher-order predication), this language strives 
for having its formal semantics defined in a 
logical system as expressively as possible. Now, 
as well understood in the field of knowledge 
representation, there is a clear tradeoff between 
logical expressivity and computational efficien-
cy (Levesque & Brachman, 1987). In particular, 
any language which attempts at maximizing the 
explicit characterization of the aforementioned 
ontological issues risks sacrificing reasoning 
efficiency and computational tractability. In 
contrast, common knowledge representation 
and deductive database languages (e.g., some 
instances of Description Logics) have been spe-
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cifically designed to afford efficient automated 
reasoning and decidability.

In summary, ontology engineering must 
face the following situation: on one side, we 
need ontologically well-founded languages sup-
ported by expressive logical theories, in order 
to produce sound and clear representations of 
complex domains; on the other side, we need 
lightweight ontology languages supported by 
efficient computational algorithms. In order to 
reconcile these two sets of contradicting require-
ments, Guizzardi and Halpin (2008) advocated 
that two classes of languages are required to 
fulfill these two sets of requirements. Moreover, 
as any other engineering process, an ontology 
engineering process lifecycle should comprise 
phases of conceptual modeling, design, and 
implementation. In the first phase, a reference 
ontology is produced, aiming at representing 
the subject domain with truthfulness, clarity 
and expressivity, regardless of computational 
requirements. The main goal of these reference 
models is to help modelers to externalize their 
tacit knowledge about the domain, to make 
their ontological commitments explicit in order 
to support meaning negotiation, and to afford 
the tasks of domain communication, learning 
and problem solving as best as possible. The 
same reference ontology may further give rise 
to different lightweight ontologies in different 
languages (e.g., F-Logic, OWL-DL, RDF, 
Alloy, and KIF), thus satisfying different sets 
of non-functional requirements. Defining the 
most suitable language for codifying a refer-
ence ontology is then a choice to be made at the 
design phase, by taking both the end-application 
purpose and the tradeoff between expressivity 
and computational tractability into account.

In this article, we illustrate the issues at 
stake in the aforementioned tradeoff by dis-
cussing an industrial case study in the domain 
of Oil and Gas Exploration and Production. 
However, since we were dealing with a pre-
existing OWL-DL codified ontology, we had 
to reverse the direction of model development. 
Instead of producing a reference model in 
OntoUML which would then give rise to an 
OWL-DL codification, we had to start with 

the OWL-DL domain ontology and apply a 
systematic reverse engineering process to it in 
an attempt to reconstruct the proper underlying 
reference model in OntoUML. By doing that, 
we manage to show how much of important 
domain knowledge had either been lost in the 
OWL-DL codification or remained tacit in the 
domain experts’ minds.

The remainder of this article is organized 
as follows. Section 2 briefly elaborates on the 
research assumptions and methods used in 
this article. Section 3 characterizes the domain 
and industrial setting in which the case study 
took place, namely, the domain of oil and gas 
exploration and production and in the context 
of a large Petroleum Organization. Section 
4 discusses the reengineering of the original 
lightweight ontology produced in the settings 
described in section 3. This reengineering step 
was conducted by transforming the original 
ontology to well-founded version represented 
in OntoUML. Section 5 presents the conclu-
sions of the article.

rESEarCh aSSuMPTIoNS 
aND METhoDS

In a previous work, Guizzardi (2005) proposed 
a formal framework for the evaluation and (re)
design of modeling languages. The proposed 
framework extended the works of (Weber, 
1997) and (Gurr, 1999) to offer theoretical 
means to systematically analyze the suitability 
of a language to model phenomena in a given 
domain in reality. This analysis is conducted by 
evaluating the level of homomorphism between 
a language (captured in a specification of the 
modeling primitives available in the language, 
i.e., a metamodel) and the domain (captured in 
a domain reference ontology). As (Gurr, 1999) 
argues at length, the stronger the match between 
a model and the represented domain, the easier 
is to reason with the former. The easiest case 
is when these matches are isomorphisms. The 
implication of this for the human agent who 
interprets the model is that his interpretation 
correlates precisely and uniquely with a portion 
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of reality being represented. By contrast, where 
the correlation is not an isomorphism then there 
may potentially be a number of different phe-
nomena which would match the interpretation.

The framework proposed in (Guizzardi, 
2005) enumerates a number of properties that 
need to be reinforced in order to guarantee an 
isomorphism of this mapping. Two of these 
properties are Completeness and Lucidity. In 
a nutshell, a modeling language is complete if 
it offers modeling primitives to capture all the 
necessary domain distinctions. In contrast, a 
language is Lucid if, for each modeling primi-
tive, there is no more than one interpretation 
in terms of domain distinctions. Incomplete-
ness hinders the expressivity of the language: 
there are aspects of the subject domain which 
cannot be able to directly capture using the 
language. The lack of lucidity, in contrast, 
introduces ambiguity and hinders the clarity of 
the language: people have to bring extra-model 
knowledge in order to attempt to disambiguate 
competing possible interpretations of the mod-
eling constructs. Moreover, there is a practical 
connection between these properties. If a lan-
guage is incomplete, the following situations 
may arise: (i) information will be left out of 
the descriptions represented by the language 
(thus remaining tacit and, hence, inaccessible 
in a stakeholder´s mind); (ii) the modeler will 
semantic overload modeling constructs of the 
language in order to represent the necessary 
domain distinctions (thus rendering a non-lucid 
representation system).

The case study presented in this work ulti-
mately compares general modeling languages 
w.r.t. their suitability for supporting the concep-
tual modeling phase of Ontology Engineering. 
Since conceptual modeling is about representing 
conceptualizations of reality, this work argues 
that the underlying conceptualization a general 
conceptual modeling language should commit 
to is that of a Foundational Ontology (Guiz-
zardi, 2005; Weber, 1997). OntoUML has been 
explicitly designed to have as modeling primi-
tives those representing ontological distinctions 
prescribed by a cognitive-based Foundational 
Ontology. Thus, the hypothesis which has been 

tested by this case study is the following. By 
using a modeling language which is known to be 
incomplete w.r.t. these ontological distinctions 
(OWL-DL) to represent a domain ontology in 
a large and intrinsically complex domain, one 
is prone to produce conceptual problems of the 
types (i) and (ii) above. In contrast, by using a 
language which is complete (and, hence, more 
expressive), not only these problems can be 
made explicit, but they also can be addressed 
in satisfactory manner.

Following (Mylopoulos, 1992), conceptual 
models are primarily meant to be used by hu-
mans in tasks of domain understanding, problem 
solving and communication. For this reason, 
as discussed in depth in (Guizzardi, 2007), a 
Reference Ontology for conceptual modeling 
languages must be one that takes human cogni-
tion and language seriously. These requirements 
motivate the use of an ontological theory such 
as the one underlying OntoUML (which is also 
based on a number of results from philosophy of 
language, cognitive psychology and linguistics) 
as opposed to a revisionary ontology such as 
the BWW model (Weber, 1997). For a detailed 
comparison of these two foundational ontolo-
gies with respect to their abilities to provide 
foundations for conceptual modeling languages, 
one should refer to (Guizzardi, 2005).

CharaCTErIzING ThE 
CaSE STuDy DoMaIN 
aND SETTINGS

The Oil and Gas sector is marked by projects 
which are technically complex, significantly 
expansive, involve several large corporations, 
and, frequently, cross-cut several subareas of 
the involved organizations. The success of these 
projects is strongly affected by how well the 
work of the involved participants (and their 
supporting systems) are integrated and/or coor-
dinated. The importance of integration, effective 
cooperation and coordination in this sector is 
becoming more and more evident due to the 
constant increase in the number of participants 
in these projects, in particular the number of 
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small companies to which highly specialized 
services are outsourced. Traditionally, each of 
the involved organizations are equipped with 
their own pool of applications and databases, 
which are more and more encapsulated into 
services (Papazoglou et al., 2008). This scenario 
poses a challenge to application and enterprise 
integration. Current initiatives towards coop-
eration between organizations are founded 
on ad hoc infrastructures built on mappings 
between specific applications and databases. 
Moreover, there is hardly any collaboration 
across disciplines and process phases, since 
each of these rely on alternative conceptual 
structures and terminologies. However, due to 
the constant increase both in data complexity 
and typical numbers of required collaborators, 
a case-by-case mapping between databases, 
applications and terminological structures can-
not be accounted as a viable solution for this 
industry (Gulla et al., 2006).

With respect to decision making, as pointed 
out by (Gulla et al., 2006), the supporting 
processes fall short in terms of relevant and 
precise information. Information which is 
dispersed in multiple non-integrated databases, 
classified according to different terminologies, 
and represented in incompatible formats, often 
becomes available for decision making only 
too late or not at all. Finally, even when data 
becomes available, it is often difficult to access 
its real world semantics and to understand its 
limitations and underlying assumptions (Gulla 
et al., 2006).

A study conducted by the Norwegian Oil 
Industry Association and reported by (Gulla 
et al., 2006) makes the need for better col-
laboration and integration between process 
phases, disciplines and companies in this 
sector explicit. According to this study, this is 
not supported by existing standards and, as a 
result, projects are typically costly, and deci-
sion making is often made in terms of wrong or 
outdated information. The strong requirements 
of semantic interoperability make the Oil and 
Gas domain a potentially rich domain for ap-
plying ontologies. Ontology-based approaches 
for semantic interoperability and information 

exchange involves the use of ontologies of 
rich and extensive domains combined with 
industry patterns and controlled vocabularies, 
reflecting relevant concepts within this domain. 
Following (Chum, 2007), and in pace with the 
aforementioned discussion, we can summarize 
the motivating factors for the use of ontologies 
in the oil and gas industry as follows:

• The great data quantity generated each 
day, coming from diverse sources, in-
volving different disciplines. Integrating 
different disciplines to take advantage of 
the real value of information has been a 
complex and costly task.

• The existence of data in different formats, 
including structured databases and semi-
structured documents. To deal with the 
great quantity of information, as well as 
heterogeneous formats, a new approach 
is needed to handle information search 
and access.

• The necessity of standardization and inte-
gration of information along the frontiers 
of systems, disciplines and organizations, 
to support the decision-making with the 
collaborators, to the extent that better 
quality data will be accessible on the op-
portune time.

Examples of initiatives of using ontologies 
in the energy sector include IIP (Integrated 
Information Platform) (Sandsmark & Mehta, 
2004), AKSIO (Active Knowledge Support in 
Integrated Operations) (Norheim & Fjellheim, 
2006), ADI (Accelerating Development of ISO 
15926) (Paap, 2006), and DPR (Daily Produc-
tion Reports) (TietoEnator, 2006). An additional 
noteworthy effort is the O3R (Open Oilfield 
Ontology Repository), which aims at collecting 
public OWL ontologies in the domain of Oil 
and Gas in order to make them available to the 
industry as a whole.

Most of the existing ontology-based 
initiatives in this area rely on semantic web 
representation languages, such as OWL and 
RDF. As demonstrated in (Guizzardi, 2006), 
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the use of non-expressive and ontologically 
neutral languages such as OWL and RDF can-
not guarantee semantic interoperability when 
concurrently developed models are integrated. 
In fact, (Guizzardi, 2006) shows that even 
when relatively simple semantic web ontolo-
gies (e.g., MusicBrainz, FOAF, Mogatu BDI) 
are integrated, the previously discussed False 
Agreement Problem can be manifested.

The case study reported in this paper was 
conducted in a large Petroleum Corporation, 
by analyzing and redesigning a pre-existing 
ontology in the domain of Oil and Gas Explora-
tion and Production, henceforth named E&P-
Reservoir Ontology. Due to the extensiveness 
and complexity of this domain, only few sub 
domains were taken into consideration on the 
initial version of this ontology, namely, the “Re-
serve Assessment” sub domain, and the “Me-
chanical pump” sub domain. The knowledge 
acquisition process used to create the original 
E&P-Reservoir Ontology was conducted by 
representing business process models accord-
ing to (Baiao et al., 2008). The original E&P-
Reservoir ontology, following the same trend of 
other existing projects in the area (e.g., IIP and 
AKSIO), was codified in OWL-DL comprising 
178 classes, which together contained 55 data 
type properties (OWL datatypeProperties) and 
96 object properties (OWL objectProperties).

In a nutshell, a Reservoir is composed of 
Production Zones and organized in Fields – geo-
graphical regions managed by a Business Unit 
and containing a number of Wells. Reservoirs 
are filled with Reservoir Rock – a substance 
composed of quantities of Oil, Gas and Water. 
Production of Oil and Gas from a Reservoir can 
occur via different lifting methods (e.g., natural 
lifting, casing’s diameter, sand production, 
among others) involving different Wells. One of 
these artificial lifting methods is the Mechanical 
Pump. The simultaneous production of oil, gas 
and water occurs in conjunction with impuri-
ties. To remove these impurities, facilities are 
adopted on the fields (both off-shore and on-
shore), including the transfer of hydrocarbons 
(Oil and Gas) via Ducts to refineries for proper 
processing. The notion of Reserve Assessment 

refers to the process of estimating, for each 
Exploration Project and Reservoir, the profit-
ably recoverable quantity of hydrocarbons for 
that given reservoir. The Mechanical Pump 
sub-domain ontology, in contrast, defines a 
number of concepts regarding the methods of 
fluid lifting, transportation, and other activities 
that take place in a reservoir during the Produc-
tion process. For a more extensive definition of 
the concepts in this domain, one may refer to 
The Energy Standard Resource Center (www.
energistics.org).

rEvErSE ENGINEErING aN 
ontouMl vErSIoN oF ThE 
E&P-REsERvoiR oNToloGy

In this section, we discuss some of the results of 
producing an OntoUML version of the original 
E&P-Reservoir Ontology in this domain. In 
particular we focus at illustrating a number of 
important concepts in this domain which were 
absent in the original OWL model and remained 
tacit in the domain experts’ minds, but which 
became explicit by the application of meth-
odological directives underlying OntoUML. 
It is important to emphasize that this section 
does not aim at serving as an introduction to 
OntoUML neither as a complete report on the 
newly produced version of the E&P-Reservoir 
Ontology.

Making the real-World Semantics 
of relationships Explicit

Figure 1 depicts a fragment of the OWL ontology 
and figure 2 depicts the correspondent fragment 
transformed to OntoUML.

The OntoUML language, with its underly-
ing methodological directives, makes an explicit 
distinction between the so-called material and 
formal relationships. A formal relationship can 
be reduced to relationships between intrinsic 
properties of its relata. For example, a rela-
tionship more-dense-than between two fluids 
can be reduced to the relationship between the 
individual densities of the involved fluids (more-
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dense-than(x,y) iff the density of x is higher than 
of y’s). In contrast, material relationships cannot 
be reduced to relationships between individual 
properties of involved relata in this way. In or-
der to have a material relationship established 
between two concepts C1 and C2, another entity 
must exist that makes this relationship true. For 
example, we can say that the Person John works 
for Company A (and not for company B) if an 
employment contract exists between John and 
Company A which makes this relationship true. 
This entity, which is the truthmaker of material 
relationships, is termed relator in OntoUML 
and the language determines that (for the case 
of material relationships) these relators must be 
explicitly represented on the models (Guizzardi 
& Wagner, 2008).

The Conduct_Fluid relationship of figure 
1 is an example of a material relationship. 

Therefore, this relationship only takes place 
(i.e., the Conduct_Fluid relationship is only 
established) between a specific duct x and a 
specific portion of fluid y, when there is at 
least a fluid transportation event that involves 
the participation of x and y.

Besides making explicit the truthmakers 
of these relations, one of the major advantages 
of the explicit representation of relators is to 
solve an inherent ambiguity of cardinality 
constraints that exists in material relationships. 
Take for example the cardinality constraints of 
one-to-many represented for the relationship 
Conduct_Fluid in figure 1. There are several 
possible interpretations for this model which are 
compatible with these cardinality constraints 
but which are mutually incompatible among 
themselves. Two of these interpretations are 
depicted in figures 2 and 3.

Figure 1. Representation of fluid transportation (OWL)

Figure 2. Alternative Representation of Fluid transportation (OntoUML), an interpretation of 
Fluid transportation with unique Duct and Fluid
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On the model of figure 2, given a fluid 
transportation event, we have only one duct 
and only one portion of fluid involved; both 
fluid and duct can participate in several trans-
portation events. In contrast, on the model of 
figure 3, given a fluid transportation event, we 
have possibly several ducts and portions of 
fluid involved; a duct can be used in several 
transportation events, but only one fluid can 
take part on a fluid transportation.

When comparing these two models in 
OntoUML we can see that the original OWL 
model collapses these two interpretations 
(among others) in the same representation, 
which have substantially different real-world 
semantics. This semantic overload can be a 
source of many interoperability problems be-
tween applications. In particular, applications 
that use different models and that attach distinct 
semantics to relationships such as discussed 
above can wrongly assume that they agree on 
the same semantics (an example of the previ-
ously mentioned False Agreement Problem).

Finally, in the OntoUML models in this 
section, the dotted line with a filled circle on 
one of its endings represents the derivation 
relationship between a relator type and the 
material relationship derived from it (Guiz-
zardi, 2005). For example, the derivation 
relationship Fluid Transportation (relator 
type) and Conduct_Fluid (material relation-
ship) represents that for all x, y we have that: 
<x,y> is an instance of Conduct_Fluid iff 
there is an instance z of Fluid Transportation 
that mediates x and y. Mediation is a specific 
type of existential dependence relation (e.g., a 

particular Fluid Transportation can only exist 
if that particular Duct and that particular Fluid 
exist). Moreover, it also demonstrated that the 
cardinality constraints of a material relation-
ship R derived from a relator type UR can be 
automatically derived from the corresponding 
mediation relationships between UR and the 
types related by R. In summary, a relator is 
an entity which is existentially dependent on 
a number of other individuals, and via these 
dependency relationships it connects (medi-
ates) these individuals. Given that a number of 
individuals are mediated by a relator, a material 
relationship can be defined between them. As 
this definition makes clear, relators are ontologi-
cally prior to material relationships which are 
mere logical/linguistic constructions derived 
from them. To put it in a different way, know-
ing that x and y are related via R tells you very 
little unless you know what are the conditions 
(state of affairs) that makes this relationship 
between this particular tuple true (Guizzardi, 
2005; Guizzardi & Wagner, 2008).

ontological Distinctions 
among object Types

Differently from most existing conceptual mod-
eling and ontology representation languages, 
OntoUML explicitly represents ontological 
distinctions among the category of Object 
Types. Common ontological criteria motivating 
these distinctions are the modal (e.g., tempo-
ral) aspects of the instantiation/classification 
relations. For instance, in the revised model 
of Figure 2, by representing Duct using the 

Figure 3. Interpreting Fluid transportation with multiples Ducts and Fluids
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stereotype áákindññ, one is explicitly stating 
that this type: (i) is rigid, i.e., all instances 
of Duct are necessarily (in the modal sense) 
instances of this type; (ii) provides a principle 
of identity for its instances; (iii) represents 
essential properties for all its instances, i.e., 
it represents those properties that its instances 
must have in all possible circumstances. In an 
analogous form, by representing a type (e.g., 
Gas Pipeline) as a áásubKindññ, we are stressing 
that this is a rigid type and that it has additional 
essential properties that must be carried by its 
instances, besides those inherited by the kind 
it specializes. However, differently from this 
kind that supplies a principle of identity for its 
instances, instances of a subkind inherit this 
principle from the former. The identification 
of rigid types such as kind and subKind (but 
also quantity, see section 2.3) is of fundamental 
importance for conceptual modeling. The taxo-
nomic structures involving only these categories 
of types define the backbone of a conceptual 
model. By the very definition of rigidity w.r.t. 
modality (temporality), this taxonomy defines 
a stable structure, over which instances will 
be classified in all circumstances (or during 
all its lifecycle).

Figure 4 depicts a complete version of 
the model fragment of figure 1 illustrating the 
explicit representation of kinds and subkinds.

ThE oNToloGICal 
STaTuS oF QuaNTITIES

Figures 5 and 6 represent fragments of the do-
main ontology that deal with the notion of Fluid.

In general, quantities or amounts of matter 
(e.g., water, milk, sugar, sand, oil) are entities 
that are homeomerous, i.e., all of their parts 
are the same type as the whole. Alternatively, 
we can say that they are infinitely divisible 
in subparts of the same type. Homeomerous-
ity and Infinite divisibility causes problems 
both to determine the referent of expressions 
referring to quantities and, as a consequence, 
also problems to specify finite cardinality 
constraints of relationships involving quantity 
types (Guizzardi, 2005). In OntoUML, these 
problems are avoided by defining a modeling 
primitive ááquantityññ whose semantics are 
defined by invoking the ontological notion of 
Quantity. In OntoUML, a type stereotyped as 
ááquantityññ represents a type whose instances 
represent portions of amounts of matter which 
are maximal under the relation of topological 
self-connectness (Guizzardi, 2005).

In figure 5, the type Fluid is represented 
as a quantity in this ontological sense. A type 
stereotyped as ááquantityññ is equivalent to a 
kind w.r.t. the rigidity property. In ontological 
terms, both kinds and quantities represent the 

Figure 4. Specializing fluid and duct kinds and transportation relators
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notion of substance sortal (Guizzardi, 2005; 
Guizzardi et al., 2004). Likewise, specializa-
tions of a quantity are also represented with the 
stereotype subkind. In figure 5, these include 
the specific types of Fluid: Water, Oil, Petro-
leum and Gas.

On the original ontology in OWL, the 
equivalence between the Oil and Petroleum 
concepts was represented by the Oil_Petro-
leum_synonym relationship defined between 
these concepts. This relationship is declared 
as being symmetric. On the original ontology, 
these concepts simply represent the general 
concepts of Oil or Petroleum and do not rep-

resent genuine types that can be instantiated. 
Consequently, the Oil_Petroleum_synonym 
relationship also represents a relational type 
that cannot be instantiated. Therefore, it does 
not make sense to characterize it as a symmetric 
relationship, since it functions as an instance 
and not genuinely as a type.

In the semantics adopted on the revised 
model, Oil and Petroleum are quantity types, 
the instances of which are specific portions of 
these Fluids. Therefore, in this case, there is no 
sense in defining an Is_synonym_of relationship 
between Oil and Petroleum. After all, defined 
this way, since these are genuine types that can 

Figure 5. The representation of Fluid and related notions in OWL

Figure 6. The representation of Fluid and related notions in OntoUML
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be instantiated, this relationship would have 
as instances ordered pairs formed by specific 
portions of Oil and Petroleum, which definitely 
does not correspond to the intended semantics 
of this relationship. In fact, the relationship 
Is_synonym_of is a relationship between the 
Oil and Petroleum types and not between its 
instances. In particular, this relationship has 
a stronger semantics than simply symmetry, 
being an equivalence relationship (reflexive, 
symmetric, transitive).

The proper representation of an Is_syn-
onym_of relationship between any two types of 
fluid is illustrated in figure 5. Firstly, the model 
makes an explicit distinction between the fluid 
type (instances of which are individual portions 
of fluid) and a type (instances of which are 
the concepts of Oil, Water, Gas and Petroleum 
themselves). Since OntoUML is an extension 
of standard UML, this can be represented as 
a powertype1. In a nutshell, a powertype is a 
type, instances of which are other types. On 
this specific model, the relationship between 
the Fluid Type powertype and Fluid defines that 
the subtypes of the latter (Oil, Water, Gas and 
Petroleum) are instances of the former. Once 
this distinction is made, the formal relationship 
of Fluid_identity2 can be defined among the 
instances of Fluid Type. This relationship can, 
then, be defined as an equivalence relationship 
which semantics is characterized by the follow-
ing rule: two fluid types are identical iff they pos-
sess necessarily (i.e., at any given circumstance) 
the same instances. In the OntoUML language, 
this rule is defined outside the visual syntax of 
the language and as part of the axiomatization 
of the resulting model (ontology).

Finally, as a result of this modeling choice, 
particular instances of the Fluid_identity 
relationship can be defined. For example, in 
figure 5, the link (instance of a relationship) 
between Oil and Petroleum (instances of Fluid 
Type) is defined explicitly as an instance of 
Fluid_Identity.

In the revised model of figure 5, in 
the same manner as Fluid and its subtypes, 
Reservoir Rock is explicitly represented as a 
quantity type. Once more, this type represents 
a genuine type instances of which are particular 
portions of Reservoir Rock. The Is_accumu-
lated_in_Reservoir_Rock relationship in the 
original model of figure 4 is, hence, replaced 
by a special type of part-whole relationship 
(subQuantityOf) between Reservoir Rock and 
Fluid. The SubQuantityOf relationship defined 
as a primitive in OntoUML contains a formal 
characterization that implies: (i) a partial order 
(irreflexivity, asymmetry, transitivity) relation; 
(ii) An existential dependency relation, i.e., in 
this particular example a particular portion of 
Reservoir Rock is defined by the aggregation of 
the specific particular portions of its constituent 
Fluids; and (iii) Non-sharing of parts, i.e., each 
particular portion of fluid is part of at most one 
portion of Reservoir Rock. It is important to 
emphasize that the explicit representation of 
the semantics of this relationship eliminates 
an implicit ambiguity on the original model.

Finally, representing Fluid as a quantity 
type, i.e., as a genuine type (which instances 
are individual portions of Fluid) and a rigid one 
(which instances are necessarily instances of 
that type) also provides information that helps 
to resolve cardinality constraints involving ele-
ments of the model. For example, in figure 1, 
a Duct is said to conduct one-to-many Fluids 
and a Fluid is said to be conducted by one-to-
many Ducts. However, since Fluid is rigid type, 
a Fluid instance is classified under this type in 
all circumstances. It does not, however, have to 
participate in relations of Fluid Transportations 
in all these circumstances. Mutatis Mutandis, the 
same can be stated for Ducts. As consequence, 
the cardinality constraints in the relation of 
Conduct_fluid (and all its specializations) have 
been revised in figure 4 to express: a Duct 
conducts zero-to-many Fluids; a Fluid can be 
conducted by zero-to-many Ducts.
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The Containment relation 
to represent the Spatial 
Inclusion among Physical 
Entities: reservoir, reservoir 
rock and Geographic area

The model on figure 5 also depicts the Reservoir 
and Geographic Area concepts and defines the 
formal relationship of containment (Smith et 
al., 2005) between Reservoir and Reservoir 
Rock and between Reservoir and Geographic 
Area. This relationship contains the semantic of 
spatial inclusion between two physical entities 
(with the spatial extension) that is also defined 
on the ontology’s axiomatization, e.g., outside 
the visual syntax of the model.

On the original model of figure 4, there 
is only one relationship Is_composed_of_Wa-
ter_Gas_Oil defined between the Extracted 
Petroleum and the Water, Gas and Oil con-
cepts. On the revised ontology, this relation-
ship is replaced by composition relationships 
(subQuantityOf). As previously discussed, the 
richer semantics of this relationship type makes 
important meta-properties of the relationship 
among these elements explicit in the model. 
As discussed in (Guizzardi, 2005; Artale & 
Keet, 2008; Keet & Artale, 2008), the formal 
characteristics of this relationship, modeled as a 
partially order, existential dependency relation 
with non-sharing of parts, have important conse-
quences both to the design and implementation 
of an information system as to the automated 
processes of reasoning and model evaluation.

Making the Production 
relator Explicit

As already discussed, OntoUML makes an 
explicit distinction between formal and material 
relationships. The Extracts_Fluid relationship 
between Fluid and Well in the original model is 
an example of the latter. In this way, following 
the methodological directives of the language, 
the modeling process seeks to make explicit 
which is the appropriate relator that would 
substantiate that relationship. The conclusion 
would one come to is that the relationship Ex-

tracts_Fluid(x,y) is true iff there is a Production 
event involving the Well x from where the Fluid 
y is produced. The semantic investigation of this 
relationship makes explicit that the resulting 
fluid of this event in fact only exists after the 
occurrence of this event. In other words, the 
portion of the Extracted Petroleum only exists 
after it is produced from the event of production 
involving a well. Therefore, a mixture of water, 
gas and oil is considered Extracted Petroleum 
only when it is produced by an event of this 
kind. The Extract_Fluid relationship between 
Well and Fluid and the Is_extracted_from_Well 
relationship between Extracted Petroleum and 
Well on the original ontology are replaced by the 
material relationship Extracts_Extracted_Pe-
troleum between Well and Extracted Petroleum 
and by the subQuantityOf relationships between 
the Extracted Petroleum portion and its sub por-
tions of Water, Gas and Oil. This representation 
has the additional benefit of making clear that an 
event of Production has the goal of generating 
an Extracted Petroleum portion that is composed 
of particular portions of these Fluid types and 
not by directly extracting portions of these other 
types of fluid. Finally, as previously discussed, 
the explicit representation of the Production 
relator makes the representation of the cardi-
nality constraints involving instances of Well 
and Extracted Petroleum precise, eliminating 
the ambiguity on the representation of the Ex-
tract_Fluid relationship on the original model.

historical Dependence 
and Derivation axioms

Figure 7 depicts a fragment of the original 
ontology representing, in very general terms, 
the connections between the notions of Well, 
Fluid and Reservoir. This model exemplifies 
how a plethora of important domain concepts 
can remain tacit in surface-level models.

One important aspect of a language such 
as OntoUML is, besides from the possibility 
to represent subtle notions explicitly, the fact 
that the language systematically supports the 
modeler to make these subtle notions explicit. 
In this model, we start by enquiring about the 
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nature of Extract_Fluid relation. Since this is a 
material relation, the next question is to uncover 
its founding relator. As discussed previously, 
for an Extract_Fluid relation to hold between 
a Well x and Fluid y, in particular, there must 

be a Production event in which both x and y 
participate. Moreover, we have seen that the 
goal of this Production event is to produce a 
portion (quantity) of Extracted Petroleum. In 
other words, Production as a relator mediates 

Figure 7. Representing the notions of well, fluid, reservoir and their connections (OWL)

Figure 8. Extracted petroleum and its historical dependence to a reservoir rock
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Well and Extracted Petroleum (as opposed to 
Well and Fluids in general). This is illustrated 
both in figures 6 and 8.

As previously discussed, the subquantityOf 
relation defined in OntoUML to hold between 
portions of quantities is a type of existential 
dependency relation from the whole to the 
part. In other words, all parts of a quantity are 
essential parts of it. For instance, in figure 8, 
we have the type Reservoir Rock stereotyped 
as ááquantityññ. As a consequence, once we 
have the case that specific portions of water, 
gas and oil are extracted from a specific por-
tion of Reservoir Rock x (creating a portion of 
Extracted Petroleum y) that specific portion x 
ceases to exists. Indeed, the resulting portion 
of Extracted Petroleum y and the Reservoir 
Rock x from which y originates cannot co-exist 
at the same circumstances. In fact, the same 
event that creates the former is the one that 
destroys the latter. However, it is important to 
represent the specific connection between x and 
y, for instance, because some characteristics 
from an Extracted Petroleum could result from 
characteristics of that Reservoir Rock. Here, 
this relation between x and y is modeled by 
the formal relation of historical dependence 
(Thomasson, 1999): in this case, since y is his-
torically dependent on x it means that y could not 
exist without x having existed. As containment, 
historical dependence is a primitive domain 
independent formal relation. Once more, the 
formal primitive of containment is employed 
here to represent the relation between Reservoir 
Rock and Reservoir.

In the original model of Figure 7, the 
Is_a_mechanism_to_extract_from_Reservoir 
has a semantics which is unclear. What is 
represented in this case? That a Well could be 
used to extract something (extract what?) from a 
Reservoir? That a Well is in fact used to extract 
something (again, what?) from a Reservoir? The 
first possibility is eliminated by the fact that in 
an instance level this relation is to be established 
between specific wells and specific reservoirs 
(as opposed to Well types and Reservoir types). 
Moreover, the implicit relation with something 
which is supposed to be extracted makes clear 

that this should be at least a ternary relation. 
When the foundation of this relation (i.e., the 
relator) is made explicit, however, it becomes 
clear that a Production event involves directly 
only a Well and a portion of Extracted Petroleum. 
The relation between that Production event (and 
consequently between the Well it is dependent 
of) and the Reservoir is an indirect derived one.

Usually, the type of derivation axiom 
needed to define a relation such as suffers_ex-
traction does not have a corresponding visual 
syntax in the language and, as consequence, 
must be represented as part of the axiomatiza-
tion of the ontology at hand. A recent version 
of OntoUML, OntoUML-R (das Graças, 2008), 
allows the visual representation of domain 
axioms (rules). This is achieved by combining 
the original OntoUML with the relevant por-
tion of the URML (UML-Based Rule Model-
ing Language) (Lukichev & Wagner, 2006) 
metamodels. The latter has been conceived as 
a version of standard UML which includes a 
syntax extension for the visual representation of 
derivation, integrity and reactive rules. Figure 
9 below illustrates the visual representation of 
the Derivation Rule that defines the suffers_ex-
traction relation. In this example, the ellipse 
termed DR: suffers_extraction represents this 
rule with the following semantics: let pro, pet, 
roc and res be instances respectively of Produc-
tion, Extracted Petroleum, Reservoir Rock and 
Reservoir. If (pet is mediated by pro, pet is a 
subQuantity of roc and roc is contained in res), 
then (res suffers_extraction of pro).

reserves as Modes

Figure 10 represents the notions of a Reservoir’s 
Reserve, a Production Zone and a Reserve 
Class. A Reserve represents a quantity of Fluid 
which is economically viable to be extracted 
from a Reservoir. Each Reservoir is composed 
of several Production Zones and each of these 
are related to a number of Reserve Classes, 
namely, possible reserve, probable reserve, 
developed producing reserve, non developed 
producing reserve and developed (but) non 
producing proved reserve.
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Figure 9. Visual representation of a derivation axiom and derived relation in OntoUML-R

Figure 10. Representation of reservoir, reservoir classes and production zones (OWL)
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There are several questionable decisions 
in this model. In this original representation, 
reservoir is a number (value), which is both 
associated to Reservoir and Fluid. The idea 
behind this is that if x is a Reservoir, y is a 
Fluid contained in x and z is the Reservoir 
then z represents the “recoverable” portion of 
Extracted Petroleum from x which is supposed 
to be the Fluid y contained in x. However, there 
is no constraints in the model that guarantee 
this, i.e., that the instance of Fluid which is 
related to z is the same as the one contained in 
x. In principle, a solution would be to simply 
have the relation between Reserve and Fluid 
derived from the relations between Reserve 
and Reservoir and Reservoir and Fluid as dis-
cussed in the previous section. The problem 
is that Fluid in the original ontology does not 
have specific portions of Fluid as its instances. 
Now, there are two important observations at 
this point. Firstly, reserve is the economically 
viable recoverable quantity of Petroleum, not 
of any Fluid. Thus, even if the relationship be-
tween Reserve and Fluid would make sense, it 
should in principle be defined between Reserve 
and (Extracted) Petroleum. However, since for 
the original ontology, there is only one instance 
of Petroleum (the fluid type) and reserves are 
always related to Petroleum, this relationship 
is simply superfluous.

Another problematic modeling decision in 
Figure 10 is to relate Reserve with a Reservoir 
but to classify as a Reserve Class the Production 
Zones. In this model, one can only know the 
total Reserve of a Reservoir and then know in 
which Reserve Classes each Production Zone 
is classified. During the interviews conducted 
with domain experts for the process of evolv-
ing this ontology via its transformation to 
OntoUML, it became clear that the intended 
conceptualization differed radically from this 
model at this point. Firstly, a Reserve is not a 
single value but a composition of values for 
each Reserve Class, i.e., one should have a 
predication of the amount petroleum in each of 
these classes (the possible amount, the probable 
amount, the developed producing amount, etc.). 
Secondly, one should have this information for 

each Production Zone. Thirdly, a Reserve can 
in principle change (it can change one of the 
estimations for a specific Reserve Class) and 
still be considered the same overall estimation 
(same Reserve) and Production Zone can have 
different Reserves associated with it in different 
periods of time.

OntoUML makes a fundamental distinction 
between two sorts of enduring entities, namely, 
Objects (e.g., a person, a car, a restaurant, a 
crowd, the moon, a forest, a portion of extracted 
petroleum) and a Moment (also known as 
Trope or Objectified Property). The difference 
between the two categories is made using the 
ontological relation of existential dependence. 
Whilst an Object can exist by itself, a Moment 
can only exist in another individual in the 
way, for example, that a charge in an electric 
conductor existentially depends on that conduc-
tor, that a hole in a piece of cheese depends 
on the latter, or that a headache existentially 
depends on a patient. An example of Moment 
is the category of Relator previous discussed: 
a Marriage between John and Mary can only 
exist if John and Mary exist. A Mode is another 
category of moment. However, whilst a Relator 
characterizes a relational property (or a set of 
relational properties) of individuals and hence, 
is existentially dependent of this multitude of 
individuals, a Mode characterizes an intrinsic 
property (or set of intrinsic properties) of one 
single individuals. Again, suppose that both 
John and Peter have headaches x and y, respec-
tively. Even these two headaches instances are 
qualitatively indistinguishable, we have that x 
is existentially dependent on John whilst y is 
existentially dependent on Peter. Notice that x 
and y can have their own properties (e.g., dura-
tion, graveness) which can vary independently, 
can have different relations with other symptoms 
(e.g., causality), and so on.

In figure 11 below, we use the notion of 
Modes in the model. Each reserve is existentially 
dependent and characterizes a single Produc-
tion Zone during a period of time. A Production 
Zone can be characterized by several Reserves 
in different periods and a Reserve has its own 
properties which refer both an attribute value 
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space of time (date) and a numeric value space 
in which a value is assigned corresponding to 
each Reserve Class.

CoNCluSIoN

An ontology engineering process is composed 
of phases; among them are conceptual modeling 
and implementation. During the whole process, 
the ontology being built must be made explicit 
by a representation language. The diverse ontol-
ogy representation languages available in the 
literature contain different expressivity and 
different ontological commitments, reflecting 
on the specific set of available constructs in 
each one of them. Therefore, different ontology 
representation languages, with different char-
acteristics, are suitable to be used in different 
phases of the ontology engineering process so 
as to address the different set of requirements 
which characterize each phase. In particular, 
conceptual ontology modeling languages aim 
primarily at improving understanding, learning, 
communication and problem solving among 
people in a particular domain. Therefore, these 
languages have being designed to maximize ex-

pressivity, clarity and truthfulness to the domain 
being represented. In contrast, ontology codi-
fication languages are focused on aspects such 
as computational efficiency and tractability and 
can be used to produce computationally ame-
nable versions of an ontologically-well founded 
reference conceptual model. The inadequate 
use of a representation language, disregarding 
the goal of each ontology engineering phase, 
can lead to serious problems to database design 
and integration, to domain and systems require-
ments analysis within the software development 
processes, to knowledge representation and 
automated reasoning, and so on.

This article presents an illustration of these 
issues by using an industrial case study in the 
domain of Oil and Gas Exploration and Produc-
tion. The case study consists in the generation 
of a Conceptual Ontological Model for this 
domain from an existing domain ontology in the 
organization where the case study took place.

The ontology representation language used 
to produce the redesigned model is OntoUML. 
OntoUML is a theoretically sound and highly 
expressive language, explicitly designed to 
have as modeling primitives, representations 
of the ontological distinctions prescribed by 

Figure 11. Representation of reserves as modes as reserve classes as attribute functions assign-
ing values in a attribute value space (OntoUML)
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a Foundation Ontology. The hypothesis tested 
in this work is that a modeling language that 
is less expressive than OntoUML in the on-
tological sense (i.e., that lacks representation 
of these ontological distinctions) is prone to 
produce conceptual domain ontologies which 
are incomplete, ambiguous and less truthful to 
the portion of reality being represented. This hy-
pothesis has been confirmed by our case study. 
The choice of OntoUML highlights a number 
of explicit concepts and ideas (tacit domain 
knowledge) that were implicit in the original 
model coded in OWL-DL. Moreover, the case 
study shows that a well-founded language 
such as OntoUML is capable of highlighting 
this tacit knowledge not only because it is able 
to express the underlying subtle ontological 
distinctions. It also demonstrates that the rich 
choice of modeling primitives offered by the 
language (representing these distinctions), as 
well as the methodological support of the formal 
meta-properties used define them (e.g., rigidity, 
existential dependence), forces the modeler to 
make the assumed ontological commitments 
explicit.

In particular, the aspects of ontological 
incompletes of OWL-DL which are made 
explicit by this case study are summarized as 
follows: (i) The distinction between formal and 
material relations; (ii) the representation of the 
foundation (truth-makers) of material relations 
which, in turn, allows for eliminating the intrin-
sic ambiguity which arises when material rela-
tions are represented as simple set-theoretical 
associations; (iii) the distinction between rigid 
object types and contingent object types. This, in 
turn, allows for the identification of the model’s 
stable backbone structure, i.e., those essential 
types which are instantiated by their instances 
in all possible situations (in a modal sense); 
(iv) an ontologically-sound treatment of masses 
(quantities) and the consequent implications for 
conceptual modeling (e.g., the elimination of 
the intrinsic ambiguity of cardinality constraints 
in relationships involving quantities); (v) 
distinctions among primitive formal relations 
such as different kinds of part-hood relations, 
containment, historical dependence, mediation, 

characterization. Incorporating these relations 
as primitives in the language also enables 
the definition of their formal meta-properties 
(e.g., reflexivity, transitivity, share-ability, 
existential dependence) which, in turn, have 
notorious important consequences both to the 
design and implementation of an information 
system as well as to the automated processes 
of reasoning and model evaluation; (iv) the 
distinction between existentially independent 
enduring entities (Objects) and existentially 
dependent ones (Moments). This distinction has 
also important consequences for the design and 
implementation of information systems, which 
must reinforce that the lifecycle of existentially 
dependent entities are included in the lifecycle 
of their bearers.

To cite just one example of the impact of 
such incompleteness, in the original representa-
tion of Conduct_Fluid relationship, it is pos-
sible to define that a duct can conduct several 
fluids and a fluid can be conducted by several 
different ducts. However, the lack of the Fluid 
Transportation concept (a relator uncovered by 
the methodological directives of OntoUML) 
hides important information about the domain. 
For instance, it is not explicit in this case how 
many different fluids can be transported at 
the same time or even if a duct can have more 
than a fluid transportation at a time. By mak-
ing these concepts explicit as well as defining 
a precise real-world semantics for the notions 
represented, the newly E&P-Reservoir ontology 
produced in OntoUML prevents a number of 
ambiguity and interoperability problems which 
would likely be carried out to subsequent activi-
ties (e.g., database design) based on this model.

It is well known in many engineering dis-
ciplines (e.g., software and data engineering) 
that the benefits of using complex modeling 
techniques become more evident once we deal 
with complex domains and/or complex tasks. 
However, many of the examples currently used 
in the literature to promote the use lightweight 
modeling languages such as the Semantic 
Web languages are either conducted in simple 
domains (e.g., the pizza ontology, the travel 
agency ontology) and/or are cases worked 
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with a focus on structuring the subject domain 
using a limited subset of possible relations 
(e.g., taxonomic structures). Here, the intrinsic 
complexity of the chosen domain as well as of 
the industrial settings poses a clear demand to 
a plethora of ontological distinctions to be used 
in order to make a number of subtle domain 
notions explicit.

Despite becoming more evident in complex 
cases, the interoperability problems which can 
arise from the lack of expressivity of modeling 
languages are not limited to these cases. As 
previously mentioned, in (Guizzardi, 2006) a 
case study is carried out to demonstrate that a 
number of these problems occur even if simple 
lightweight Semantic Web ontologies are inte-
grated. These case studies are in line with the 
Harvard Business Review report of October 
2001 which claims that “one of the main rea-
sons that so many online market makers have 
foundered [is that] the transactions they had 
viewed as simple and routine actually involved 
many subtle distinctions in terminology and 
meaning”. Thus, we defend that the relative 
high-complexity of the techniques employed 
here are compensated by the improved quality 
of the resulting models w.r.t. their capacity to 
support the tasks of domain understanding, 
meaning negotiation and semantic interoper-
ability. Nonetheless, we have been working on 
a number of design patterns (Guizzardi et al., 
2004; Guizzardi, 2009) as well as automated 
tool support (Benevides & Guizzardi, 2009) in 
order to, as much as possible, shield the user of 
OntoUML from the complexity of the language.

Finally, following the methodological 
principles behind OntoUML, once a concep-
tual model (ontology) is produced for a given 
domain, a number of specifications in different 
implementation environments can be derived 
from it, satisfying different sets of design 
(non-functional) requirements and application 
scenarios. We have defined an automatic trans-
formation from OntoUML models to the Alloy 
language (Jackson, 2006), so that OntoUML 
models can be simulated by using a visualiza-

tion extension built on top of the Alloy Analyzer 
(Benevides et al., 2009). We are currently also 
working on defining an additional automatic 
transformation from OntoUML-R to OWL/
SWRL, so as to automatically generate an 
enhanced version of the OWL-DL/SWRL codi-
fied E&P-Reservoir Ontology. This enhanced 
lightweight model, in turn, shall contemplate 
the domain concepts uncovered by the process 
described in this article and, due to the combina-
tion of OWL-DL and SWRL, afford a number 
of more sophisticated reasoning tasks.
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ENDNoTES
1  We are aware of the fact that the stereotype 

powertype has been abandoned in the UML 
2.0 specification (the concept of a higher-order 
type is, nonetheless, maintained). We maintain 
here the simpler original representation to 
avoid the need to discuss issues which are 
not germane to the purposes of this article. 
Examples include the very ontological na-
ture of higher-order types and higher-order 
instantiation relations

2  The preference for the term Fluid_identity 
instead of Is_synonym_of is motivated by 
the fact that the former refers to an identity 
relation among types while the latter refers 
merely to an identity relation among terms.
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INTroDuCTIoN

In relational database design, being able to 
achieve a fully normalized schema is generally 
considered desirable, mainly because relations 
are then guaranteed to be free of redundancy, 
thus simplifying the process of maintaining 
consistency as the database is updated. The 
acceptance of that value-premise is in fact the 
starting point of the current paper. The question 
which this paper addresses is not, whether we 
need a procedure for producing normalized 
relation schemes, but rather, which procedure is 

both effective and most appropriate for achiev-
ing this desired result1.

The question does not have an obvious 
answer: indeed, various approaches are recom-
mended. Conceptual data modeling approaches 
such as Entity-Relationship Modeling (ER) and 
Object-Role Modeling (ORM) use a two phase 
process: conceptualization, in which informa-
tion is first portrayed in terms of conceptual 
schemas suitable for communication with do-
main experts (Griethuysen, 1982), and then 
de-conceptualization where these structures 
are mapped into relational schemas.

In contrast, the normalization approach 
to database design ignores conceptualization, 
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instead representing information directly in 
terms of relational database structures, such 
as relation schemes (i.e. relation variables) and 
various dependencies. This paper’s treatment 
of normalization focuses on normalization 
by decomposition, ignoring normalization by 
synthesis2. Normalization by decomposition 
basically follows a process of achieving pro-
gressively higher levels of normalization (called 
“normal forms”) through “non-loss decompo-
sition” of given relational table schemes. Just 
how the original tables became “given” in the 
first place, the procedure does not say.

The ER approach captures data in terms 
of entities, attributes, and relationships, and 
applies a mapping procedure to transform 
these structures into a relational database 
schema (e.g., Batini, Ceri, & Navathe, 1992). 
The ORM approach captures information in 
terms of atomic fact types, and then applies 
an algorithm such as Rmap to map these fact 
types and associated constraints into a relational 
schema (Ritson & Halpin, 1993; Halpin & 
Morgan, 2008). ORM is a prime example of the 
fact-oriented modeling approach, which uses 
the fact type (relationship type) as its sole data 
structure. Features modeled as attributes in ER 
(e.g., Person.birthdate) are modeled in ORM as 
relationships (e.g., Person was born on Date). 
Other examples of fact-orientation include 
Natural language Information Analysis Method 
(NIAM) (Verheijen & Bekkum, 1982) and the 
Predicator Set Model (PSM) (Hofstede, Proper, 
& Weide, 1993). Overviews of ORM may be 
found in (Halpin, 2006; Halpin, 2007; Halpin, 
2010), and a detailed coverage in (Halpin & 
Morgan, 2008).

Non-loss decomposition of a relation tra-
ditionally requires decomposition into smaller 
relations that, upon natural join, yield the exact 
original population. Non-loss decomposition 
of a table scheme requires that the decomposi-
tion of all possible populations of the relation 
scheme is reversible in this way. In this paper 
we show that the dependency requirement for 
“all possible populations” is too restrictive for 
definitions of multi-valued and join dependen-
cies over relation schemes. Unlike ORM’s 

conceptual-schema-design-and-relational-
mapping procedure, the traditional normaliza-
tion procedure neither seeks, nor invokes the 
concept of, “atomic” fact types, and this is the 
source of its problem. By exploiting the fact-
oriented nature and modeling heuristics of 
ORM, we offer better, more accurate definitions 
of these data dependencies, and of “non-loss 
decomposition”, thus enabling these concepts 
to be addressed at a truly semantic level. We do 
not attempt to present a detailed normalization 
procedure.

The next section reviews the traditional 
notions of non-loss decomposition and data 
dependency in normalization theory. The section 
after that illustrates the failure of the accepted 
definitions of multi-valued dependency and 4th 
normal form. The subsequent section solves 
these problems by defining a semantic notion of 
non-loss decomposition, and applies this notion 
to define semantic versions of multi-valued and 
join dependencies that overcome the defects in 
the commonly accepted notions of 4th and 5th 
normal form. The final section summarizes the 
main contributions.

ThE TraDITIoNal vErSIoN 
oF ThE NorMalIzaTIoN 
ProCEDurE

As mentioned above, the traditional version 
of the normalization procedure comprises a 
process of achieving progressively higher lev-
els of normalization (called “normal forms”) 
through “non-loss decomposition” of given 
relational table schemes. In mathematics, the 
term “relation” means a set of ordered n-tuples. 
In relational databases (Codd, 1970), tuples 
are ordered by name (by pairing value entries 
with their attribute name). By the Principle of 
Extensionality, sets are determined by their 
membership, and hence are fixed (unchanging). 
So in relational databases a relation is basically 
a table population (fixed set of tuples).

In contrast, a relation scheme is a table 
structure or table variable, whose population 
may vary at different times. A relation scheme 
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is sometimes referred to as a relation schema 
(Date & Fagin, 1992) or “relvar” (Date, 2000). 
We now explain what is meant by “non-loss 
decomposition”.

The Traditional Definition of 
“Non-loss Decomposition”

The notion of “decomposition” involved here 
means, the breaking up of a table scheme, 
through relational projection, into smaller 
schemes, the union of whose headings includes 
all the attributes of the original scheme, and 
whose headings are usually overlapping, so that 
natural joins might be performed on the smaller, 
resulting schemes. The notion of “non-loss” 
involved here means: any facts recorded in (a 
tuple in) the original table may still be retrieved, 
and therefore no information (or in other words, 
no question-answering ability) has been lost by 
doing the decomposition.

This is not to suggest a worry that tuples 
will be lost from the original table: on the 
contrary, all the original tuples will definitely 
be retrieved in (what we might call) any “re-
composition” through natural join. The concern 
is rather that some scheme-decompositions 
result in spurious (i.e., extra, non-original) 
tuples occurring in the relation that results from 
the natural join; and this inability to reproduce 
exactly the original table-population is said to 
compromise our question-answering ability, 
or as it’s usually said, “information has been 
lost”. After all, the population resulting from 
the natural join might just as well have been 
the result of decomposition-and-re-composition 
performed on a different starting population. 
Thus, the traditional definition of “non-loss” (or 
“lossless”) decomposition could be stated as, 
a decomposition of the table-scheme such that 
it is guaranteed that, for any population of the 
scheme, the decomposition will be reversible, 
that is, a natural join on the relations resulting 
from the decomposition would produce the 
same, exact, original population as was decom-
posed (Date, 2000, p. 353; O’Neil & O’Neil, 
2001, p. 374ff.).

What we need then, it is alleged, is a way to 
predict what table-scheme decompositions will 
be “non-loss” according to the above definition. 
This question gets its traditional answer from 
the theory of data dependencies.

Data Dependencies (as 
Traditionally Defined)

Normalization theory defines various popu-
lation-tuple-patterns, called “data dependen-
cies”, to guarantee the feasibility of this sort 
of “non-loss decomposition”. The original 
dependency, which Codd (1971/1972) defined, 
was “functional dependency” (FD). Later, Fagin 
(1977a) defined “multi-valued dependency” 
(MVD), and others defined the more general 
“join dependency” (JD) (Aho, Beeri, & Ullman, 
1979). If we can determine that every possible 
population of a given relation scheme has the 
same particular one of these data dependencies, 
and that it is a “non-trivial” dependency and 
not enforced by a key-constraint on the rela-
tion scheme, then (according to the traditional 
normalization theory) we can perform on this 
relation scheme a “non-loss decomposition”, 
and we should do so, in order to approach the 
desired goal of a normalized relational schema.

The classification of table schemes into 
one or more “normal forms” (e.g., Boyce-
Codd normal form, 4th normal form) is based 
partly on the presence or absence of such 
scheme-level, non-trivial data dependencies 
(unenforced by key constraints). For example: a 
table scheme is in Scheme-4th normal form iff 
it is in Scheme-3rd normal form and its every 
non-trivial Scheme-MVD is an FD. Since the 
normal forms are defined ultimately in terms 
of these scheme-level data-dependencies, and 
in order to simplify the discussion of the fun-
damental issues, this paper focuses basically 
on “non-loss decomposition” and these various 
data dependencies, and will refer only in passing 
to the related normal forms.

As an example of a decomposition based 
on a non-trivial MVD, consider Table 1, where 
the intended semantics is “Person (identified 
by Surname) plays Sport (identified by Sport-
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Name) and speaks Language (identified by 
LanguageName)”.

If we decompose this relation (i.e., popula-
tion) by doing a relational projection on {Sur-
name, Sport} and one on {Surname, Language}, 
we get the relations in Table 2. Performing a 
natural join on these relations reproduces exactly 
the relation of Table 1.

While that relation is thus non-loss-
decomposable into two smaller relations, some 
relations cannot be so decomposed into two 
relations, but can be so decomposed into some 
larger number of relations (e.g., 3) (Aho, Beeri, 
& Ullman, 1979). This more general case of 
decomposability is called a (non-trivial) “join 
dependency” (JD). An MVD is a special case of 
a JD, and an FD is a special case of an MVD.

Note that nulls are not permitted in Table 
1, because its primary key spans all three col-
umns (e.g., we cannot replace “judo” in the last 
row of Table 1 by a null to indicate that Carver 
plays no sports).

Distinguishing Scheme-
Dependency, Population-
Dependency

As Date has emphasized (Date, 2000, p. 65), “it 
is an unfortunate fact that much of the litera-
ture uses the term relation when what it really 
means is a relation variable (as well as when it 
means a relation per se—i.e., a relation value). 
Historically, however, this practice has certainly 
led to some confusion.... most of the current 
database literature still fails in this respect”. 
Indeed, it may be said that even Codd (1971, 
1972, pp. 34-35, 62-63) and Fagin (1977a, p. 
266, 1977b, p. 534) seem rather guilty of this; 
Fagin assumed (rather than argued) that all that 
was needed, in order to make the population-
based definitions of “FD” and “MVD” relevant 
to table schemes as found in a real database, was 
to (specify, as usual, the relation’s heading, and 
then) claim the relation may be “time-varying” 

Table 1. A relation with a non-trivial MVD between surname and sport/language 

Surname Sport Language

Halpin judo English

Halpin karatedo English

Halpin judo Japanese

Halpin karatedo Japanese

Carver judo English

Table 2. Relations from decomposing Table 1 on {Surname, Sport}, {Surname, Language} 

Surname Sport

Halpin judo

Halpin karatedo

Carver judo

Surname Language

Halpin English

Halpin Japanese

Carver English
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(i.e., a time-varying set of tuples). Codd also 
defined schemes in this way.

Date is more careful in his thinking 
here, in defining a table scheme as really a 
relation-variable (a.k.a. relvar), of a particular 
relation-type. And this added level of indirec-
tion opens up scope for more attention to the 
relation’s heading, and in particular to the 
(informal) meaning of that heading, which is 
in fact the informal semantics of a predicate 
(Date, 2000, pp. 65-67, p. 129). By contrast, 
Codd’s and Fagin’s treatments of dependen-
cies were mathematically pristine yet included 
only cursory consideration, if any, of the table 
scheme’s semantics.

One importance of this relation-vs.-relvar 
distinction for the current discussion is that it 
clarifies our question: We want to know, not 
the meaning and importance of some generic 
thing called a “data dependency”, but rather, 
we want to know what characteristic(s) of a 
table scheme – or, if (but only if) it be found 
relevant, of “every possible population” of a 
table scheme – allow us to pronounce it normal-
ized, or not. That is, we ultimately want to be 
able to detect which relation schemes may, and 
should be, nonloss decomposed. Also, it clarifies 
that those things which traditional normaliza-
tion theory as pioneered by Codd, Fagin, et al, 
has defined as “data dependencies”, are tuple-
patterns, in relations (i.e., table populations), 
not in relvars (i.e., table schemes). This leaves 
it an open question, whether the connection by 
which scheme-dependencies have been defined 
in terms of population-dependencies is really 
valid, viz., that in order for the scheme to have the 
dependency in question, every possible popula-
tion of the scheme must have the corresponding 

relation-dependency (“corresponding” here 
means, the dependencies at both levels must be 
of the same class: FD, MVD, or JD).Failure of 
the Traditional Normalization Procedure
And that, as it turns out, is where this version of 
the normalization procedure fails. The failure of 
this approach to defining “scheme-dependency” 
can be easily illustrated for both MVDs and JDs.

Illustrating the Failure of 
the Definitions of ‘MvD’ 
and (thus) ‘4NF’

Let us reconsider the relation of Table 1. Sup-
pose that for whatever reason, we delete from 
this relation the particular tuple listed fourth in 
Table 1, leaving the population shown in Table 3.

Given our earlier interpretation of this 
scheme, “Person plays Sport and speaks Lan-
guage”, there is still fact-redundancy in the 
population, even after removal of this tuple 
(e.g., the fact that Halpin plays judo is stored 
twice, likewise the fact that he speaks English). 
However, once this tuple has been removed, the 
remaining population is lacking that particular 
tuple-data-pattern which is the criterion for 
presence of a (non-trivial) MVD. This per-
haps surprising result follows from Fagin’s 
“constructive” characterization of multi-valued 
dependencies, which stipulated that if certain 
tuples are present in a relation that satisfies an 
MVD then certain other tuples must appear 
also. According to Fagin (1977a), given a rela-
tion R(X, Y, Z) where X, Y, and Z are attribute 
sets, the MVD X →→ Y holds if and only if, 
whenever (x, y1, z1) and (x, y2, z2) are tuples of R 
then so are (x, y2, z1) and (x, y1, z2). For further 
discussion, see (Fagin & Vardi, 1986).

Table 3. A smaller relation (fewer tuples) with the same structure as Table 1 

Surname Sport Language

Halpin judo English

Halpin karatedo English

Halpin judo Japanese

Carver judo English
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There being therefore no non-trivial MVDs 
in this population, and if we accept this as one 
“possible population” of this relation scheme 
(which pragmatically it clearly is), then it fol-
lows that there is a possible population of this 
table scheme lacking any non-trivial MVD, and 
thus, the table scheme is in 4th normal form 
(4NF) despite this fact-redundancy. Since the 
whole purpose of defining MVDs and 4NF 
was to avoid such fact-redundancy, the tradi-
tional definitions of scheme-MVD and (thus) 
of 4NF have failed to identify correctly the 
phenomenon causing the problem. If someone 
suggested the scheme of Table 3 for the design 
of a database, we would want some way of 
checking whether the design was sensible, but 
normalization theory fails to help. That also 
brings into question the validity of the traditional 
criterion of “non-loss decomposition”, since 
when interpreted conjunctively (as here), the 
relation scheme populated in Table 3 clearly can 
be semantically decomposed into two smaller 
relation schemes.

What Went Wrong? a research-
historical Excursus

That we have not here misconstrued the lit-
erature on MVDs, or on data dependencies in 
general, is corroborated by a brief historical 
survey. To begin with, it is worth noting that 
Codd’s original paper on normalization (1971, 
1972) neither defined any concept of “non-loss 
decomposition”, nor stated any criterion of it; it 
simply gave an example of such a decomposi-
tion, and said, “No essential information has 
been lost, since at any time the original relation 
T may be recovered by taking the natural join 
... of T1 and T2...”. It nowhere stated that this 
was a necessary, and not merely a sufficient, 
condition of information-non-loss. Claiming 
this as a criterion of non-loss decomposition thus 
seems to have been the contribution of others.

The problem is, it could be a necessary 
condition of information-non-loss only if no 
one had ever discovered any other sorts of 
dependency (past FD). As soon as population-
MVDs or population-JDs were discovered, the 

definition of “non-loss decomposition” became 
in need of emendation.

The only logical way to rebut the above 
critique of the standard definition of scheme-
MVD, would be to say that the population of 
Table 3 is not a legal, “possible population” of 
this table scheme – even though it obviously 
is. In fact, this is exactly what Date (2000, p. 
353) and Elmasri and Navathe (1994, p. 437) 
try to do, but with defective, and differing, 
artificial arguments, discussion of which we 
relegate to an endnote3. Other writers generally 
either mention, yet forego any discussion of, 
MVD and 4NF (e.g., Batini, Ceri, & Navathe, 
1992; O’Neil & O’Neil, 2001); or they provide 
as an example of non-trivial MVD a relation 
like that in Table 3, claiming (contrary to the 
definition of 4NF they had just given) that it 
is not in 4NF, and thus needs decomposing 
(e.g., Teorey, 1999); or else they offer such a 
relation, with its obvious fact-redundancy, yet 
argue that since it has no non-trivial MVDs 
it presents no problem (e.g., Simsion & Witt, 
2005)! Thus, researchers have, it seems, used 
varying, but ultimately unsatisfactory, ways to 
treat the topic of MVDs.

Such varied approaches suggest that there 
is no single logical error that most researchers 
fell into with regard to population-MVDs and 
4NF. More likely, by the time MVDs and JDs 
were discovered (in 1977), everyone simply 
“knew”, based on Codd’s FD-based examples, 
what non-loss decomposition entailed. That 
their assumption about this was wrong, was by 
that time too radical a thought to occur to many.

A contributing factor to this oversight, how-
ever, seems to have been the aforementioned, 
and mathematicians’ natural, tendency to focus 
on the syntax – to the neglect of semantics, in this 
case. The definition of “nonloss decomposition” 
solely in terms of population-tuple-patterns and 
recovery of the exact, original population, even 
though their purported goal was to avoid loss 
of information (a sort of meaning), suggests 
something about the syntax-focused nature of 
most early researchers’ mindset. And as we have 
seen, Date and Fagin conducted essentially all 
their investigations (pre-1978, anyway) at the 
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population level, assuming applicability to the 
distinct, scheme level.

And yet, there is a significant difference 
between these two, respective levels: The rela-
tion scheme level has, as an essential part of its 
makeup, an expression of the informal meaning 
of the predicate that it’s relation-heading rep-
resents. And it is easily demonstrable that the 
basic question, “Does this relation scheme suf-
fer from uncontrolled fact-redundancy”, pivots 
fundamentally on the semantics of the relation 
scheme, and not on the syntax of its populations. 
Let us reconsider the relation of Table 3, but 
this time ascribe to it the alternate semantics, 
“Person plays Sport if refereed in Language”, 
meaning a given person will play a given sport 
if his/her playing of that sport is refereed in a 
given language. By assigning it those different 
semantics, we eliminate the fact-redundancy 
which the same relation, with the same head-
ing, had previously. Thus, depending only on 
the semantics, the relation scheme qualifies as 
normalized or else as non-normalized (assum-
ing we take “normalized” to mean: lacking any 
potential fact-redundancy not fully controllable 
by table-scheme key-constraints).

rEDEFINING NoN-
loSS DECoMPoSITIoN, 
SChEME-MvD, -JD

We must, however, return to the traditional 
definition of “non-loss decomposition”. For 
Date indeed had an argument for that defini-
tion—although he considered his argument 
so non-controversial that he relegated it to a 

footnote! (2000, p. 353): he claimed that if the re-
composition (after the decomposition) does not 
reproduce the exact, original pre-decomposition 
population, “we have no way in general of 
knowing which tuples [in the natural-join table] 
are spurious and which genuine, [therefore] we 
have indeed lost information”. The question 
arises: is this argument sound?

Let us test it on the example we used in 
Table 3. If we decompose this relation on the 
attribute-sets {Surname, Sport} and {Surname, 
Language}, we get in fact the two tables shown 
in Table 2. Doing a natural join of these tables, 
we get back, not the original table (of Table 
3), but the table displayed in Table 1, repeated 
for convenience in Table 4 with its additional 
(non-original) tuple shown in boldface.

To facilitate further discussion, we in-
troduce the notion of relation transparency. 
With respect to a given state of the universe 
of discourse (UoD), we say that a relation is 
transparent if and only if each candidate tuple 
(of that relation) that is composed of attribute 
values present in the relation and encodes a fact 
true of that UoD state, is explicitly present in the 
relation. This is similar to our notion of semi-
closed fact types (Object Management Group, 
2008, Chapter 10), except that the extension is 
relative to the role populations not the object 
type populations. For example, with respect 
to the relation scheme in Table 4, a relation 
composed of no rows, or just the first row, or 
just the first two rows, is transparent. Assuming 
the relation scheme means “Person plays Sport 
and speaks Language”, the relation composed 
of just the first three rows is not transparent, 

Table 4. The relation resulting from natural join of the tables in Table 2 

Surname Sport Language

Halpin judo English

Halpin karatedo English

Halpin judo Japanese

Halpin karatedo Japanese

Carver judo English
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since it does not include the fourth row (which is 
composed of attribute values present elsewhere 
in the relation and is known to be true, given 
the underlying semantics and the second and 
third rows).

Now, is Date correct, that we have (now) 
no way of knowing which of the tuples populat-
ing this relation scheme are true and which are 
spurious? Before answering this, let’s specify 
the intended semantics, since this seems po-
tentially relevant. First, let’s ask the question 
based on the assumption of our newer semantics, 
“Person plays Sport if refereed in Language”. 
Even if we knew which rows were original (and 
not simply, that the original rows were true), 
we could not tell whether this additional tuple 
was true, without knowing whether, and indeed 
that, the original population was transparent.

But if we ascribe to the relation scheme 
our earlier semantics for it, “Person plays Sport 
and speaks Language”, it is clear that the new, 
additional tuple must be true, if the original 
ones were. But what is it that is importantly 
different, about the meaning ascribed? It is that 
this meaning may be split into two predicate 
meanings without loss of information, because 
the original predicate’s meaning is that of a 
logical conjunction, and the meanings of the 
predicates into which we split it were those of 
its (two) conjuncts. Examination of the tuples 
shows us that if we know the conjunctions 
expressed by the original tuples were true, then 
we know that the conjunction expressed in the 
additional one is true, because we can see from 
the four original tuples that both conjuncts are 
true which, conjoined, make up the conjunction 
asserted by the fifth, added tuple.

Where does this leave Date’s argument for 
his definition of “non-loss decomposition”? It 
shows that his argument was based on a false 
premise and therefore is unsound. And, via our 
examples, we have shown that his criterion for 
a non-loss decomposable table scheme is too 
restrictive: while it is a sufficient condition for 
non-loss scheme-decomposition, that “every 
possible population” of the scheme be reversibly 
decomposable, we can see, from our examples, 
that it is a not a necessary condition for such 

scheme-decomposition. For we have seen an 
example of a table scheme (viz., that in Table 
3, with the semantics “Person plays Sport and 
speaks Language”) that is non-loss decompos-
able though it does not satisfy this allegedly 
necessary condition.

redefining Non-loss 
Decomposition

To be a valid criterion, it must be both a necessary 
and a sufficient condition of such classification 
of an object. Since Date’s criterion for a table 
scheme’s being “non-loss decomposable” is too 
restrictive (because it is a sufficient but not a 
necessary condition of such decomposability), 
we are left to adopt a definition unencumbered 
by that criterion: “A relational table-scheme 
is ‘non-loss decomposable’ if and only if the 
splitting of any of its relations (populations) 
and subsequent natural join of the relations so 
obtained would produce a relation with either 
the original tuples only, or also some additional 
tuples each of which, we could reliably predict, 
would be true (i.e., would represent a proposition 
true in the Universe of Discourse) if the original 
tuples are.” This less restrictive definition is 
clearly a correct one: for we know that what is 
intended to be “non-lost” in the decomposition 
is information, and in this definition we have 
stipulated that the decomposition and subse-
quent re-composition of the scheme’s relations 
must predictably result only in true tuples, so 
that we lose no capacity to reconstruct all the 
information that was in the original relation.

However, this less-restrictive definition of 
“non-loss scheme-decomposability” leaves us 
with a problem of practicality: How would we 
ever be able to predict, for a re-composition 
that yields additional (non-original) tuples, that 
these additional tuples will (certainly) be true? 
We need a criterion that is not only correct, but 
also practical. Thus, we have yet to identify 
the essential, basic characteristic of that sort 
of decomposition we call “non-loss”.

Our critique of Date’s argument suggests, 
fortunately, a practical definition for “non-loss 
scheme-decomposition”. For it suggests that if 
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and only if we can determine that the original 
relation scheme is conjunctive in meaning, we 
can know that it is non-loss-decomposable. 
(Finding a non-key-based, non-trivial FD in a 
relation scheme is one way of implying that its 
meaning is conjunctive.) And that is in fact the 
case: A given tuple in the original relation will 
either be atomic or conjunctive (according to 
the ways we are using these two terms); but if 
it is atomic, and a new (i.e., non-original) tuple, 
we cannot in the general case predict whether it 
is true or not; but if it is a conjunction, and its 
conjuncts are all true—as will be the case for any 
tuples added by the re-composition, assuming 
that when we decomposed the original scheme 
we split it into its conjunct-schemes—then we 
can predict that the conjunction is true.

Thus, the only true, practical criterion of 
whether a table scheme is non-loss decompos-
able, is whether or not it is conjunctive. Nor do 
we assume too much, by assuming that we can 
tell whether its meaning is conjunctive: Codd’s 
and Date’s discussions clearly assume that we 
have access to the meaning of the relations, 
e.g., we know which populations are “possible” 
for the domain, and which tuples assert truths.

redefining Data Dependencies

Having found the true, practical criterion for 
“non-loss decomposition”, may we continue to 
use the traditional definitions of scheme-MVD, 
4NF, etc.? No, we cannot continue to use the 
definition of scheme-MVD, since it requires 
“every possible population” of the relation 
scheme to have the (population-)MVD, which 
we have now seen is not a necessary (though 
it be a sufficient) condition for MVD-based 
decomposability. Nor can we continue to use 
the traditional definition of 4NF, since it is 
defined in terms of that traditional, incorrect 
sense of “scheme-MVD”.

Is this a problem, though? For we have now 
found a completely effective way to tell whether 
a table-scheme is non-loss-decomposable, 
and one which has nothing to do with finding 
population-MVDs or -JDs. So do we even need 

a definition for scheme-MVD? Do we really 
even need to think about 4NF?

So as not to beg our question of which 
approach to ensuring normalization is most 
efficient, let us emend so as to correct, if pos-
sible, traditional definitions of scheme-MVD 
and scheme-JD. We may generalize this cor-
rection to the definition of scheme-FD as well:

 scheme { functional | multi-valued | join } 
dependency:

 There is a scheme {functional | multi-val-
ued | join} dependency over a sequence 
of attribute sets in relation scheme R* if 
and only if for every possible state of the 
UoD, each transparent relation R that in-
stantiates R* has a relational dependency 
of the same kind over those arguments.

This definition-pattern—less restrictive 
than the traditional one, which stipulates “pos-
sible” instead of “transparent”—does indeed 
give us conditions both sufficient and necessary 
for a table-scheme’s being non-loss-decompos-
able due to its having a pattern involving the 
corresponding relation-level data-dependency.

However, someone might object that this 
redefinition does too much, since the defini-
tion of scheme-FD we have used for all these 
years worked just fine—i.e., the definition 
which did not include that segment boldfaced 
in the above definition-pattern. If we need this 
boldfaced interpolation in the definition, why 
didn’t we have to have it in there before, to 
define FD in a valid way? The answer is that 
an FD is a special case of MVD, one whose 
functional nature makes it a constraint on the 
individual tuples in the relation, and not just on 
the relation (population) as a whole; thus, mere 
removal of a tuple cannot possibly eliminate a 
population-FD, whereas it very easily, as we 
have seen, may eliminate a population-MVD or 
-JD. Thus, if an FD applies to each population 
that is transparent for a given relation scheme, 
it applies also to any possible population that 
is true of this same state of the UoD. That is 
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the only reason the traditional definition of FD 
actually worked. But because it worked, it also 
gives us a way to detect conjunctive (and hence 
non-atomic) predicates in other, less direct 
ways, e.g. comparing the arity of the candidate 
keys with the arity of the relation scheme, or 
looking for scheme-FDs that are not implied 
by any whole-candidate-key constraint (i.e., 
“embedded” FDs).

However, if the emendation we have made 
to the definition of these data dependencies is 
of theoretic significance, it seems nevertheless 
of very little practical significance; for the 
crucial substitution of “transparency” into the 
definition-pattern makes the definition unusable 
(except for FDs, as we have just seen) apart 
from a prior, independent knowledge that the 
meaning of the relation scheme is conjunctive! 
Only with that prior knowledge, would we be 
able to infer that “each transparent relation R 
that instantiates R* has” the data-dependency 
in question.

As above, therefore, we must conclude that 
the essential, fundamental defining characteris-
tic (of, in this case, the various data dependen-
cies) is not captured even by the valid definition 
we have given above. What ultimately gives rise 
to that definition’s defining characteristics, as 
a valid criterion, is simply that (we know that) 
when the relvar has a conjunctive informal 
semantics, it is decomposable without loss of 
information.

So, practically speaking, database design 
might as well forget about MVDs and 4NF—as 
well as JDs and 5NF—and focus instead on the 
question: is this relation scheme’s predicate-
meaning conjunctive? However, as practitioners 
and theoreticians may still want to say things 
about particular patterns of non-normalization 
that can give rise to fact-redundancy, one might 
conceivably adopt the above definition-pattern 
for scheme data dependencies, and give these 
new concepts that follow this definition-pattern 
some special name, such as “semantic MVD”, 
“semantic 4NF”, and so on. But we indicate 
below a better approach to a definition-pattern 
for these new concepts.

As an example concerning JDs and 5NF, 
suppose the sample population in Table 3 is 
given the alternative semantics Person plays 
Sport if refereed in Language using the all-key 
relation scheme PlaysIfRefereedIn(surname, sport, 
language). The ternary relation shown equals 
the join of its three binary projections, which 
we’ll consider instances of the all-key relation 
schemes Plays(surname, sport), IsRefereedIn(sport, 
language) and PersonIsRefereedIn(surname, 
language). While the ternary relation itself (the 
populated relation scheme) violates the tradi-
tional notion of 5NF, in practice we should not 
split the ternary relation scheme into these three 
binaries unless we know that the projection-join 
equality will hold for all transparent populations, 
and in all possible states of the UoD, as well. 
For example, it seems possible to add the tuple 
(Carver, karatedo, Japanese) to the population 
without also adding the tuple (Halpin, karatedo, 
Japanese), thus violating the projection-join 
equality. But the only way to know this in 
general is for the domain expert to confirm that 
the semantics of the ternary is equivalent to a 
conjunction of the semantics of the binaries (e.g., 
that the relation schemes correspond to the fact 
types Person plays Sport if refereed in Language, 
Person plays Sport, Sport is refereed in Language, 
and Person is refereed in Language, and that a 
person plays a sport if refereed in a language if 
and only if that person plays that sport and that 
sport is refereed in some language in which that 
person is refereed). Of course, sample popula-
tions are still useful for model validation with 
domain experts (e.g., the single tuple insertion 
mentioned above provides a counterexample to 
the conjunctive equivalence in question). For 
detailed discussion of a similar example, see 
(Halpin & Morgan, 2008, pp. 747-748).

Towards a Semantically Grounded, 
Solid Normalization Procedure

A rational procedure for ensuring fully normal-
ized relation schemes should thus begin by 
decomposing the relation schemes into atomic 
(and hence non-conjunctive) relation schemes, 
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by looking for conjunction in the given predi-
cates (a necessarily informal process that can be 
reliably performed only by a domain expert), and 
double-checking this by looking for non-trivial 
scheme-FDs of certain forms incompatible with 
atomicity (see previous subsection), as is done in 
ORM’s Conceptual Schema Design Procedure 
(CSDP) (Halpin & Morgan, 2008).

In ORM, a fact is a proposition taken to be 
true by the community of users in the business 
domain. An atomic fact is either an elementary 
fact or an existential fact. An elementary fact is 
essentially the instantiation of a typed logical 
predicate that is irreducible in the sense that it 
cannot be (re)phrased as a conjunction of simpler 
facts with the same object types. For example, 
Person was born in Country is an elementary fact 
type. An existential fact is an assertion that an 
object exists (e.g., There is a Country that has 
CountryCode ‘AU’).

From an ORM perspective, each tuple of 
a relation encodes one or more atomic facts. In 
step 1 of ORM’s CSDP, the domain expert ver-
balizes information examples (e.g., table rows in 
an output report) in natural language sentences, 
and the modeler rephrases the information in 
terms of atomic facts, checking with the domain 
expert that the meaning is as intended. Part of 
this step includes the conjunction check: Can 
this sentence be (re)phrased as a conjunction of 
simpler sentences with the same object terms? 
While the presence of conjunctive connectors 
(e.g., “and”) can help in answering this ques-
tion, such a presence is neither necessary nor 
sufficient, since natural language is not formally 
regulated. Another requirement for atomicity is 
the absence of nulls in sample fact populations 
(if a null occurs in a fact tuple, the remaining 
non-null portion corresponds to a smaller fact, 
so the original fact is non-atomic).

Knowledge of constraints sometimes helps. 
For example, the ternary fact type Flight goes from 
Airport to Airport can be seen to be non-atomic be-
cause of FDs from the flight role to each airport 
role. ORM detects such cases using checking 
procedures such as its n-1 rule which provides a 
sufficient (though not necessary) condition for 
splittability (Halpin & Morgan, 2008).

Sample populations (relations) can help 
to reveal the absence of constraints, but they 
cannot, even in principle, determine whether 
a relation scheme is atomic. This is because 
there is no formal way that a sample popula-
tion can be determined to be significant in this 
sense. In the final analysis, the atomicity of a 
relation scheme depends on what the relation 
scheme means and on the nature of the business 
domain. The only safe way to resolve this is to 
check with a domain expert who understands 
both these aspects, and this is necessarily an 
informal process.

ORM includes formal machinery for 
determining whether one fact type is equiva-
lent to a conjunction of other fact types, but 
equivalence proofs rely on the provision of 
contextual definitions for defining predicates 
in one representation in terms of predicates in 
the other representation (Halpin, 1989; Halpin 
& Proper, 1995), and the provision of such 
context is an informal process that again relies 
on a domain expert who understands both the 
predicate meanings and the business domain. 
This is a matter of logic that applies regardless 
of the modeling approach used.

For example, Figure 1 depicts one of many 
projection-join equivalence patterns in ORM. 
Object types (A, B, C) are depicted as named, 
soft rectangles. Logical predicates (R, S, T) are 
depicted as a named sequence of role boxes 
connected by lines to their object types. Con-
ceptual schema 1 (CS1) is a ternary fact type, 
while conceptual schema 2 (CS2) comprises two 
binary fact types. The equivalence formulae in 
contextual definition D1 define the predicates of 
CS2 in terms of the predicates of CS1, and the 
D2 formula defines the CS1 predicate in terms 
of CS2’s predicates, thus providing conserva-
tive extensions to each schema, which allow 
the equivalence to be formally proved using 
standard logical techniques such as deduction 
trees (Halpin, 1989).

The relation schemes in Table 1 and Table 
2 respectively conform to the ternary and binary 
patterns CS1 and CS2. Whether these relation 
schemes are equivalent depends on whether the 
semantics of the schemes match the patterns 
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shown in the contextual definitions D1 and D2. 
Using our first interpretation of the schemes 
(Person plays Sport and speaks Language), 
D1 and D2 become (using sorted logic with 
mixfix predicates):

D1: ∀x:Person ∀y:Sport (x plays y ≡ 
∃z:Language x plays y and speaks z)
∀x:Person ∀y:Language (x speaks y ≡ 
∃z:Sport x plays z and speaks y)

D2: ∀x:Person ∀y:Sport ∀z:Language (x plays 
y and speaks z .≡. x plays y & x speaks z)

Although this example is trivial, whether 
the ternary is decomposable into these two 
binaries depends totally on whether these defi-
nitions apply, and this decision is an informal 
issue to be decided by the domain expert. ORM 
provides a sugared textual language to render 
the equivalences in a form more digestible to 
non-technical users, simply asking whether 
the ternary can be rephrased as a conjunction 
of binaries.

Note that in principle all projection com-
binations must be considered when deciding 
whether an n-ary may be split. For example, 
there are three ways to split a ternary into 
two binaries and one way to split it into three 
binaries. Moreover, there are infinitely many 
choices for relationship names to denote the 
intended semantics.

While an informal issue, it is unlikely that 
such a definitional context can be provided for 
the alternative ternary semantics Person plays 
Sport if refereed in Language. For example, 
if we try to split the ternary into the two bi-
naries Person plays Sport and Person is refereed 
in Language the following equivalence would 
typically not hold: 

∀x: Person ∀y:Sport ∀z:Language(x plays y if 
refereed in z .≡. x plays y & x is refereed in z)

i.e., a person plays a sport if their play is ref-
ereed in a language if and only if he/she plays 
a sport and he/she is refereed (in some sport) 
in that language. In which case, this particular 
decomposition for this interpretation is ruled 
out. As discussed earlier, even splitting the 
alternative ternary into three binaries will likely 
fail to yield an equivalence. These decisions can 
be made merely by understanding the semantics 
or meaning of the predicates, rather than rely-
ing on inspection of sample relations that are 
possibly not transparent.

From a proof-theoretic perspective, once 
the domain expert agrees to the conjunction 
claim (and hence the relevant definitional 
context), the matter is settled. From a model-
theoretic perspective, the equivalence applies if 
and only if the conservatively extended schemas 
have exactly the same models (interpretations 

Figure 1. A projection-join equivalence
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CS1:       CS2: 

D1:        D2: 
x:A y:B (xSy  z:C Rxyz) x:A y:B z:C (Rxyz .. xSy & xTz)
x:A y:C (xTy  z:B Rxzy)

For example, Figure 1 depicts one of many projection-join equivalence 
patterns in ORM. Object types (A, B, C) are depicted as named, soft rec-
tangles. Logical predicates (R, S, T) are depicted as a named sequence of 
role boxes connected by lines to their object types. Conceptual schema 1 
(CS1) is a ternary fact type, while conceptual schema 2 (CS2) comprises 
two binary fact types. The equivalence formulae in contextual definition 
D1 define the predicates of CS2 in terms of the predicates of CS1, and the 
D2 formula defines the CS1 predicate in terms of CS2’s predicates, thus 
providing conservative extensions to each schema, which allow the equi-
valence to be formally proved using standard logical techniques such as 
deduction trees (Halpin, 1989). 

The relation schemes in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively conform to the 
ternary and binary patterns CS1 and CS2. Whether these relation schemes 
are equivalent depends on whether the semantics of the schemes match the 
patterns shown in the contextual definitions D1 and D2. Using our first in-
terpretation of the schemes (Person plays Sport and speaks Language), D1 
and D2 become (using sorted logic with mixfix predicates): 

D1: x:Person y:Sport (x plays y  z:Language x plays y and
speaks z)

x:Person y:Language (x speaks y  z:Sport x plays z and
speaks y)

D2: x:Person y:Sport z:Language (x plays y and speaks z .. x
plays y & x speaks z)

Although this example is trivial, whether the ternary is decomposable 
into these two binaries depends totally on whether these definitions apply, 
and this decision is an informal issue to be decided by the domain expert. 
ORM provides a sugared textual language to render the equivalences in a 
form more digestible to nontechnical users, simply asking whether the ter-
nary can be rephrased as a conjunction of binaries.  

Note that in principle all projection combinations must be considered 
when deciding whether an n-ary may be split. For example, there are three 
ways to split a ternary into two binaries and one way to split it into three 
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that are true for the UoD) for all states of the 
UoD, and this requires agreement between 
transparent relations. But pragmatically, the 
model theoretic approach is of little direct, 
practical use, because in assigning a relation 
to each predicate (part of the task of provid-
ing an interpretation), one tacitly assumes that 
the relation contains all the true tuples for that 
population of individuals (i.e., the relation is 
transparent). But in order to know the relation 
is transparent, we need to know whether the 
relation is conjunctive for that business domain.

The essential confusion in the traditional 
definitions of MVDs etc. hinged on the loose no-
tion of “possible instance” of a relation scheme. 
In practice, many possible but non-transparent 
instances may be provided, and the only way 
to detect problems, with these, is to return to 
the fundamental notion of logical conjunction. 
Recasting the notions of MVDs, 4NF, JDs, and 
5NF in terms of logical equivalence involving 
conjunctions provides the only truly semantic 
formulation of these concepts.

For example, let R(X, Y, Z) be an ORM fact 
type where R is the logical predicate and X, Y, Z 
are role sequences (null, unit, or composite). We 
say that R includes the semantic MVD X ↠ Y 
if and only if for each possible UoD state, each 
fact instance R(x, y, z) has the same truth value 
as that of the conjunction S(x, y) & T(x, z) for 
some predicates S and T. This is equivalent to 
the definition of semantic MVD given earlier, 
but is more useful as it relates directly to the fun-
damental equivalence question to be answered 
by the domain expert in determining atomicity 
of a fact type. Similarly, semantic JDs may be 
defined in terms of n-term conjunctions (n > 1).

Once atomic relation schemes are deter-
mined, to get a relational schema all of whose 
relation schemes are in semantic 5NF, we 
synthesize new, possibly non-atomic relation 
schemes from the atomic relation schemes 
where that can be done without introducing 
non-trivial scheme-MVDs or -JDs, or any non-
trivial FDs not enforceable by key constraints. 
This synthesis can be done algorithmically, 
based on key and other constraints, as illus-

trated by ORM’s Rmap algorithm (Halpin & 
Morgan, 2008).

Thus, we see that the steps which ORM in-
cludes pursuant to a fully normalized relational 
database schema, including conceptualization 
in terms of atomic facts followed by applica-
tion of its Rmap procedure, are necessary in 
order to cover not only the formal aspects 
of traditional normalization theory but also 
the informal semantic interpretation that is 
pragmatically needed. Some relation schemes 
would otherwise be allowed that actually need 
decomposing; for the too-restrictive definitions 
of the various data-dependencies consider such 
semantically non-normalized relation schemes 
to be normalized.

While we are claiming that this semantic 
approach to relational schema design is thus 
necessary for true, redundancy-removing 
normalization, we are not necessarily claim-
ing that that procedure, as outlined above, is 
sufficient to remove all data-redundancy, or 
even all fact-redundancy. Research is cur-
rently being pursued on the data-redundancy 
and potential non-normalization introduced by 
over-informative object-reference use in the 
conceptual schema. Effective ways to avoid this 
kind of redundancy include the use of a certain 
sub-procedure during schema design (Carver, 
2008), and (subsequently or alternatively) 
the use of a proven-adequate set of schema-
reduction transforms, pre-Rmapping (on such 
transforms see, e.g., Halpin, Carver, & Owen, 
2007). But such considerations are beyond the 
scope of this paper.

CoNCluSIoN

This paper identified problems in traditional 
normalization theory regarding accepted defi-
nitions of non-loss decomposition and multi-
valued and join dependencies (and hence 4NF 
and 5NF), which unrealistically rely on relations 
being completely representative. The notion of 
relation transparency was introduced to refine 
these definitions, thus providing a theoretical 
resolution of these issues. However, a pragmatic 
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solution to these problems was seen to require 
a judgment on conjunction based, semantic 
equivalences, an essentially informal process 
involving the understanding of the domain ex-
pert rather than inspection of sample relations.

The modeling techniques used in ORM, 
which begin with establishing atomic fact 
types, later grouped into relation schemes us-
ing a well known mapping algorithm, provide 
one practical realization of the recommended 
approach. While this basic approach could be 
adapted to other modeling approaches such as 
ER and the Unified Modeling Language (UML), 
ORM’s emphasis on communication in natural 
language sentences seems to make it especially 
suitable for this kind of procedure.

Step 1 of ORM’s Conceptual Schema De-
sign Procedure begins by having domain experts 
verbalize concrete information examples of 
interest in natural language sentences. A later 
stage of this step requires the modeler to re-
phrase the information in terms of atomic facts, 
checking atomicity with the domain expert by 
asking whether a sentence of the specified kind 
can be equivalent to a conjunction of smaller 
sentences (using concrete instances). Once this 
is established, the modeler abstracts from the 
fact instances to the fact types. Either now or 
later in the design procedure, modelers may 
also draw on ORM theory that clarifies how 
the presence of uniqueness constraints impacts 
atomicity. This procedure has time and again 
proved effective in industrial modeling. By en-
suring atomicity at the front end, it is relatively 
easy to later ensure that fact types are grouped 
into fully normalized relation schemes.

The current paper strikes at the root of 
the procedure promoted by standard normal-
ization theory, inasmuch as it undermines the 
syntactically-based, too restrictive definition of 
“non-loss decomposition” that underlies that 
procedure. Clearly, a more semantics-based 
“normalization procedure” is required: as we 
have shown, only a procedure based on the in-
formal semantics, and specifically one that will 
determine whether that semantics is conjunctive, 
is adequate to the problem of normalization. 
The implication for teaching normalization is 

that both the theory and the actual procedure 
used to normalize relation schemes must be 
adjusted to compensate for these problems in 
the traditional treatments.

It is true that current normalization prac-
tice tends to ignore 4NF and 5NF; and some 
might see that fact as nullifying the relevance 
of our findings about the theory and method 
of normalization. However, to ignore 4NF and 
5NF does not fix the problem in the theory, 
nor provide an alternative way to arrive at a 
fully normalized schema. As we stated at the 
outset, normalization is a good, needful thing; 
therefore, a theory that incorrectly states the cri-
teria of “fully normalized”, and thereby makes 
reaching that goal impractical, is a theory that 
needs amending.
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ENDNoTES
1  While some situations may require denormal-

ization for performance reasons, these are best 
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handled by starting with a normalized schema 
and then adapting it as needed, applying con-
straints to ensure controlled redundancy (e.g., 
Halpin & Morgan, 2008, pp. 753-758).

2  Normalization by synthesis assumes as input 
the set of all attributes and functional depen-
dencies, and provides an algorithm to group 
the attributes into relation schemes. As such 
input is typically unavailable in practice, the 
synthesis technique is mainly of academic 
interest and has been largely ignored by prac-
titioners. Its main transforms, however, have 
analogous mapping transforms in ORM (e.g., 
all FDs are determined by semantic uniqueness 
constraints).

3  Date (2000) does avoid using a 4NF example 
table and calling it non-4NF; his example 
relation does have a nontrivial MVD, as Fa-
gin defines the latter. However, Date gives a 
poor excuse for restricting himself to such an 
example: “You might suggest that [the relvar] 
CTX need not include all possible teacher/text 
combinations for a given course; for example, 
two tuples are obviously sufficient to show 
that the physics course has two teachers and 
two texts. The problem is, which two tuples? 
Any particular choice leads to a relvar having a 
very unobvious interpretation and very strange 
update behavior (try stating the predicate for 
such a relvar! – i.e., try stating the criteria for 
deciding whether or not some given update is 
an acceptable operation on that relvar)” (pp. 
391-92). That is weak: the predicate is statable 

easily, as “Course uses Text and has Teacher”; 
and so if the text is used by that course and the 
course has that teacher, then why, logically, 
shouldn’t the update be accepted?

 Elmasri and Navathe (1994), like Date, offer an 
unrealistic justification for limiting themselves 
to a truly non-4NF example relation (p. 437; 
the italics are ours):

 In Figure 13.4(a) the MVDs  ENAME →→ 
PNAME and ENAME →→ DNAME, or 
ENAME →→ PNAME/DNAME hold in the 
EMP relation. The employee with ENAME 
‘Smith’ works on projects with PNAME ‘X’ 
and ‘Y’ and has two dependents with DNAME 
‘John’ and ‘Anna’. If we stored only the first 
two tuples in EMP (<‘Smith’, ‘X’, ‘John’> 
and <‘Smith’, ‘Y’, ‘Anna’>), we would in-
correctly show associations between project 
‘X’ and ‘John’ and between project ‘Y’ and 
‘Anna’; these should not be conveyed, because 
no such meaning is intended in this relation. 
Hence, we must store the other two tuples 
(<‘Smith’, ‘X’, ‘Anna’> and <‘Smith’, ‘Y’, 
‘John’>) to show that {‘X’, ‘Y’} and {‘John’, 
‘Anna’} are associated only with ‘Smith’; that 
is, there is no association between PNAME 
and DNAME.

 This is spurious reasoning. In the first place, 
storing the other two tuples does not at all rule 
out the possibility of an “association between 
PNAME and DNAME”. And conversely, 
not including them does not imply such an 
association.
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INTroDuCTIoN

Process modeling has emerged as a primary 
reason to engage in conceptual modeling (Da-
vies, Green, Rosemann, Indulska, & Gallo, 
2006) and is sought to provide benefits of 
process documentation, organizational trans-
parency, and others (Indulska, Green, Recker, 
& Rosemann, 2009). Similar to other forms of 
conceptual modeling, process models are first 
and foremost required to be intuitive and easily 

understandable, especially in IS project phases 
concerned with requirements documentation 
and communication (Dehnert & van der Aalst, 
2004). But even though process modeling has 
been around for some thirty years, surprisingly 
little is known about the practice of process 
modeling, and how process modeling can be 
of value to an organization (Indulska, Recker, 
Rosemann, & Green, 2009). Research has 
investigated, for instance, the graphical con-
structs and their meaning in process models 
(Rosemann, Recker, Indulska, & Green, 2006), 
or the expressiveness and validity of workflow 
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aspects in process models (van der Aalst, ter 
Hofstede, Kiepuszewski, & Barros, 2003). Also 
work on quality frameworks for conceptual 
models in general is also available, such as 
the Guidelines of Modeling (GoM) (Schütte & 
Rotthowe, 1998) or the SEQUAL framework 
(Krogstie, Sindre, & Jørgensen, 2006). These 
and other frameworks provide sets of guidelines 
on how to conduct process modeling. However, 
the specific factors that contribute to building 
a “good” process model, for example one that 
results in human understanding, has received 
little attention up until now (Mendling, Reijers, 
& Cardoso, 2007).

Recent research has started to examine 
process model comprehension. For instance, 
the impact of structural properties of the graphi-
cal model elements on model understanding is 
clearly identified (Mendling, Neumann, & van 
der Aalst, 2007). However, it has also been 
shown that the choice of the graphical language 
used for process modeling has only insignificant 
effects on process model understanding (Recker 
& Dreiling, 2007). This situation raises the ques-
tion of which aspects – other than the choice 
of graphical constructs and their structural 
layout – influence the way a process model is 
understood by end users.

In our work we continue along this line 
of work towards more understandable process 
models. In particular, we assert that, to date, 
little attention has been devoted to a very es-
sential task in process modeling: the labeling 
of the graphical constructs, in particular of the 
constructs standing for “activities” (or “tasks”, 
or “operations“ – in other words, work to be 
performed) in a process model. This is surpris-
ing given that, clearly, the true meaning of any 
construct in a process model is only revealed 
when model users read – and intuitively un-
derstand – the labels assigned to a construct. 
Current practice indicates that the labeling of 
activity constructs is a rather arbitrary task in 
modeling initiatives and one that is sometimes 
done without a great deal of thought (Storey, 
2005). This can undermine the understanding of 
the resulting models in cases where the meaning 
of the labels is unclear, not readily understand-

able or simply counter-intuitive to the reader. 
In prior work (Mendling, Reijers, & Recker, 
2009), for instance, we found that the choice 
of the right convention for labeling activity 
constructs (e.g., a “verb-object”-convention 
versus an “action-noun”-convention) has a 
significant impact on the perceived ambiguity 
and perceived usefulness of the labels.

This situation indicates a demand for more 
sophisticated methodical support in the act of 
labeling activity constructs in process models. 
We identify two challenges in particular. First, 
we argue in line with other studies (e.g., Born, 
Dörr, & Weber, 2007; Greco, Guzzo, Pontieri, 
& Sacca, 2004; Mendling et al., 2009) that more 
support is needed to select adequate terms in 
the labeling of constructs. Second, research in 
cognitive science suggests that incorporating 
graphical icons in textual messages improves 
reader understanding (Mayer, 1989; Paivio, 
1991). This work suggests that – in addition to 
improving the choice of textual labels, a second, 
complementary contribution can be made by ex-
amining the use of additional graphical icons to 
assist model users in understanding the (textual) 
labels in process models. And indeed, several 
modeling tools already provide mechanisms 
to assign an icon to an activity construct such 
that its meaning can be grasped faster and more 
intuitively, yet none of the tools that we are 
aware of deals with icons in a systematic way.

Accordingly, we address two research 
objectives in this paper. First, we examine the 
use of terms in activity labels in process mod-
els, so as to arrive at a set of meaningful terms 
that can be used to guide process modelers in 
their labeling efforts. Second, we provide a 
systematic approach to extend textual labels in 
process models with a set of graphical icons. 
We proceed as follows. In the next section 
we discuss the background to our work. We 
review work in cognitive science that forms 
the theoretical basis for our elaborations on 
process model understanding. We also review 
existing approaches to labeling as implemented 
in process modeling tools and the way they 
support the assignment of icons to activities. 
Next, we perform a linguistic analysis of textual 
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labels of process models found in practice, on 
the basis of two verb classification schemes. 
Then, we suggest an approach to complement 
textual labels with adequate graphical icons. We 
conclude our paper by discussing contributions, 
limitations, and future research directions.

baCkGrouND

Theories of understanding

Process models are used to convey information 
about organizational procedures and workflows 
to users, with the objective of assisting them in 
tasks such as workflow design (van der Aalst 
et al., 2003), process performance measure-
ment (Kueng, 2000), organizational re-design 
(Danesh & Kock, 2005), and others.

The Dual Coding Theory (Paivio, 1991) 
suggests that individuals have two separate 
channels (visual and auditory) that they use 
when processing information that is, for in-
stance, embodied in a process model. The two 
channels complement each other such that 
simultaneously receiving information through 
each channel improves understanding compared 
to receiving information through one channel 
only. In other words, individuals understand 
informational material better when it is provided 
through both auditory (i.e., words) and visual 
(i.e., images) channels. Indeed, people tend to 
read by speaking out the words of the text in 
their mind, which even suppresses visual acti-
vation (Brooks, 1967). Therefore, the textual 
activity labels in process models are cognitively 
processed via the auditory channel.

Based on this observation, the Cognitive 
Theory of Multimedia Learning CTML (Mayer, 
1989) suggests that learning material intended 
to be received, understood and retained by its 
recipients should be presented using both words 
and pictures. This argument applies directly to 
the task of process modeling, where both vi-
sual (graphical constructs) and auditory (labels 
and text annotations) material are available to 
convey information about a business process 
in a process model. This argument suggests 

that, to warrant process model understanding, 
the choice of graphical constructs (e.g., events, 
activities, business rules, decisions, messages, 
and so forth) and the choice of appropriate 
labels for these constructs (e.g., “perform as-
sessment”, “message received”, and so forth) 
are both of importance.

Due to the overall limited number of graphi-
cal constructs used in a process model (there are 
typically few if not only one graphical construct 
for representing “tasks” or “activities”), most 
of the critical domain information is typically 
contained in the textual labels of the constructs 
– in other words, in auditory channels. Indeed, 
zur Muehlen and Recker (2008) showed that 
in process modeling practice, users often use a 
very limited set of graphical constructs in their 
process modeling, and frequently use textual 
annotations to convey the information they 
need to have articulated in the model.

Based on these observations, we thus 
argue that process model understanding can 
be increased if additional graphical images 
(such as icons) are added to the labeling of 
process model constructs, if performed in a 
meaningful and systematic way. Similar work 
has, for instance, been carried out in the data 
modeling domain (Masri, Parker, & Gemino, 
2008). Work in the object-oriented modeling 
domain (Moody & van Hillegersberg, 2008) 
and in the process modeling domain (e.g., 
Laue & Mendling, 2010; Recker, Rosemann, 
Indulska, & Green, 2009), however, has to 
date mostly focused on visual and structural 
aspects without taking into consideration tex-
tual labeling considerations. Our contention is 
now that graphical icons, if meaningfully and 
systematically complementary to the choice 
of textual labels in process modeling, could 
potentially significantly improve process model 
understanding. To that end, we investigate the 
current state of process modeling practice, to 
assert to what extent current use of icons is 
linked to the (textual) specification of a process 
modeling construct, if at all.
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labels and Icons in Commercial 
Process Modeling

The labeling of graphical process model con-
structs, such as activities, is often more art than 
science. In practice, a number of guidelines exist 
that typically suggest a verb-object convention 
(e.g., “approve order”, “verify invoice”) for 
labeling activities (Malone, Crowston, & Her-
man, 2003; Miles, 1961). Similarly, research 
established a perceived superiority of the 
verb-object convention over other modeling 
conventions (Mendling et al., 2009).

Intuitively, one may presume that the more 
information contained in the labels, the clearer 
the meaning is to the reader, which would argue 
for long and elaborate textual labels. Recent re-
search, however, uncovered that shorter activity 
labels improve model understanding (Mendling 
& Strembeck, 2008). This observation, in 
combination with the prevalent verb-object 
convention, would suggest that the verb term 
that signifies the action to be performed as part 
of the process activity should be specified in 
both a precise and concise manner, to warrant 
intuitive and easy understanding. Following 
CTML (Mayer, 1989) we can further expect 
that the understanding of these terms could 
be supported even more so through the use of 
additional graphical information, for instance, 
through the use of an icon that matches the 
semantics of the activity.

And indeed, some modeling tools already 
allow for the embedding of additional graph-
ics. Protos (http://www.pallas-athena.com), for 
instance, allows for selecting specific types of 
activities (e.g., Basic, Logistics, Authorize, 
Communication and Check) and represents 
these different types by means of different im-
ages. So, when one sets the activity in a Protos 
model to be a Communication activity, the 
image becomes a ‘talk balloon’. An example 
is shown in Figure 1. Similarly, ARIS in its 
Version 7.02 (http://www.ids-scheer.com) al-
lows users to right-click on activities in BPMN 
diagrams to select one of several pre-defined 
graphical markers to distinguish basic tasks 

from automated transactions, sub-processes or 
ad-hoc processes.

Similar to these examples, Intalio’s BPMS 
Version 5 (http://bpms.intalio.com) graphically 
distinguishes manual from automated tasks 
while - as shown in Figure 2 - Oracle’s BPEL 
Process Manager (http://www.oracle.com) of-
fers graphical icons to distinguish, for instance, 
“invoke” from ”receive” activities.

However, while the graphical or iconic 
annotations in current process modeling tools 
do provide some graphical differentiation, they 
do not actually visualize its intended domain-
specific and contextual meaning. Our argument, 
however, would be that a suitable differentiation 
scheme – and graphical representation – of dif-
ferent types of relevant domain semantics of 
process model constructs would be of benefit 
to process model readers. A first step towards 
meeting this objective is accordingly to identify 
a suitable differentiation scheme to distinguish 
different relevant semantics of process model-
ing constructs.

ThEorETICal aNalySIS oF 
aCTIvITy labElS IN ProCESS 
MoDElING PraCTICE

A major challenge during process modeling is 
to identify which construct to use in the creation 
of a process model—that is, to identify, which 
aspects of a domain should be represented as 
an event, an activity, a message, an actor and 
so forth. Useful guidelines have emerged for 
choosing appropriate sets of graphical construct 
for representation (e.g., Recker et al., 2009; 
Rosemann et al., 2006; van der Aalst et al., 
2003; zur Muehlen & Recker, 2008) and for 
choosing appropriate model structures (e.g., 
Laue & Mendling, 2010; Reijers & Mendling, 
2008). The terms used to label these constructs, 
however, are usually selected by the model 
designer, sometimes without a great deal of 
thought given to finding the one that best 
reflects the semantics of the business domain 
(Mendling et al., 2009; Storey, 2005). This can 
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lead to problems, especially when interpreting 
or comparing process models.

We argue that having some mechanism 
to compare the semantics of different activity 
labels – in particular the verb phrases used in 
activity labels – would be useful to process 
model application areas, for instance when 
comparing different process models during 
process integration, process benchmarking, 
process re-design or process documentation. It 
would also be valuable for comparing different 
designs of a process models (or template) to 
facilitate process model re-use.

Given that a process model, in essence, 
represents a conceptualization, or simplified 
view, of a real-world business domain (Recker 
et al., 2009), a taxonomy could be developed 
that would facilitate the sharing of activity label 
terms amongst different models, or model de-

signers. This taxonomy could then be used, for 
instance, for process model comparison (Ehrig, 
Koschmider, & Oberweis, 2007) or verification 
(Wynn, Verbeek, Van der Aalst, ter Hofstede, 
& Edmond, 2009). Even if fully automated 
techniques for doing such tasks are unlikely, 
a taxonomy can still assist users in such tasks.

Our line of work follows the example given 
by Storey (2005) in the data modeling domain. 
She developed an ontology for the semantic 
classification of relationship-type constructs 
in data models based on dictionaries, business 
taxonomies and previous research. Similarly, we 
will use established taxonomies of knowledge 
in the business process domain to differentiate 
different categories of terms used to annotate 
activity constructs in process models with 
textual information. We focus on activity con-
structs, and the labels thereof, because of the 

Figure 1. Protos screenshot
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centrality of the ‘activity’ concept in process 
modeling, over and above other notions such as 
‘event’, ‘message’ or ‘orchestration’ (Mendling 
et al., 2009).

Domain semantics define the real-world 
meaning, or essence thereof, of the terms used 
in any conceptual model, that is, of words and 
phrases used to label constructs (Storey, 2005). 
The tricky part is that some of these semantics 
are well-known and unambiguous while others 
may vary with context, i.e., they can be subject to 
multiple interpretations. Accordingly, it would 
appear logical to develop a verb classification 
scheme based on the business process manage-
ment context, in which process models are used.

We turn to two verb classification schemes: 
the MIT Process Handbook (Malone et al., 
2003) and the Verb Classes proposed by Levin 
(1993). Both verb classification schemes are 
well-known libraries for sharing and managing 
knowledge, and the MIT Process Handbook 
focuses specifically on business processes and 
organizations.

We apply both schemes in the classification 
of the verbs used in the activity labels of the 
SAP Reference Model (Keller & Teufel, 1998). 
The SAP reference model contains overall 604 
process models capturing various information 
about the SAP R/3 functionality to support the 
business processes in an organization. The SAP 
reference model denotes a frequently used tool 
in the implementation of SAP systems (Daneva, 
2004), and much literature covers its develop-
ment and use (Curran, Keller, & Ladd, 1997; 
Keller & Meinhardt, 1994; Keller & Teufel, 
1998). With the SAP solution being the market 
leading tool in the Enterprise Systems market 
we feel that the examination of SAP process 
models gives us a good understanding of the 
use of process models in real-life business 
contexts. We extracted 19,839 activity labels 
from the 604 process models for our analysis. 
4,553 of these labels are unique and they refer 
to 309 different verbs (including corresponding 
gerunds or nouns). Table 1 lists the 30 most 
frequently used verbs of the SAP Reference 

Figure 2. Oracle BPEL process manager screenshot
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Model. Clearly, some verbs are semantically 
overlapping like “to determine” and “to check”. 
The following sections discuss how verb clas-
sifications are suited to resolve these overlaps.

using the MIT Process handbook

The MIT Process Handbook Project started in 
1991 with the aim to establish an online library 
for sharing knowledge about business processes 
that is freely available to the general public under 
a form of “open source” licensing (Malone et al., 
2003). The Process Handbook includes entries 
for over 5000 business activities, together with 

an extensive set of software tools for viewing 
and modifying the knowledge base.

The business processes in the MIT Process 
Handbook library are organized hierarchically 
to facilitate an easy navigation. The hierarchy 
builds on an inheritance relationship between 
verbs that refer to the represented business 
activity. A list of eight generic verbs includ-
ing “create”, “modify”, “preserve”, “destroy”, 
“combine”, ”separate”, ”decide”, and “manage” 
have been identified using the lexical database 
WordNet (Miller, 1995), an online library con-
taining over 21,000 verb word forms divided 
into 15 semantic files. We used WordNet to build 

Table 1. The 30 most frequently used verbs in the SAP reference model 

Verbs 1-10 (occurrences in the SAP 
reference model)

Verbs 11-20 (occurrences in the 
SAP reference model)

Verbs 21-30 (occurrences in the 
SAP reference model)

to process (2003) to post (330) to update (203)

to enter (1922) to release (328) to analyse (191)

to determine (1755) to maintain (316) to settle (186)

to check (971) to calculate (271) to allocate (180)

to create (665) to assign (261) to transmit (171)

to plan (614) to define (258) to copy (164)

to transfer (510) to edit (258) to print (162)

to select (349) to perform (228) to generate (141)

to confirm (345) to specify (226) to change (136)

to carry out (337) to evaluate (203) to display (131)

Table 2. Interpretation of generic MIT process handbook terms, and examples from the SAP data set 

Verb Class Synonyms Examples from the SAP reference model

to create to build Automatic load building

to modify to change Change loan contract

to preserve to store Shipping unit storage

to destroy to eliminate Elimination of IC Profit and Loss in Current Assets

to combine to include Include third person in call

to separate to break Break determination

to decide to determine Determine variance tolerance

to manage to negotiate Work Contract Negotiation
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a list of all synonyms of the eight generic verbs. 
Using them we linked the verbs of the SAP 
Reference Model to the verb classes of the MIT 
Process Handbook. Since some lexical verbs 
have common synonyms, verbs are potentially 
related to more than one class. Table 2 shows 
instantiations of the eight generic verb classes 
of the MIT Process Handbook, and provides 
examples found in activity labels in the SAP 
reference model.

Figure 3 shows the final results from our 
classification effort. The eight generic verbs 
of the MIT Process Handbook cover 21,046 
verb occurrences (some classified in multiple 
categories) while 11,029 could not be automati-
cally classified using the synonyms of WordNet 
(note that verbs can be assigned to more than 
one class). Yet, the eight generic verbs of the 
MIT Process Handbook occur at least 122 and 
up to 3,455 times in our data sample. Hence, 
we can conclude that the eight generic verbs 
provide a substantial part of the spectrum of 
activity labels found in the SAP reference 
model data set.

In performing the classification, we en-
countered two types of problems. First, there are 
several terms that are too technical to be covered 
by the synonyms of WordNet. Examples of such 
terms include “to dun” (15 occurrences) and 
“to accrue” (16 occurrences). Second, there are 
some verbs that are not covered at all, although 
they are arguably synonyms of one or many 
of the generic verbs provided. A prominent 
example is the verb “to process”, which in fact 
is the most frequently used term in the SAP set 
of models (2003 occurrences). Even though 
it shares a number of characteristics with, for 
instance, “to modify”, this relationship is not 
documented in WordNet.

using levin’s Word Classes

The systematic work on verb classes by Levin 
is an important contribution to understanding 
the use of languages. It defines 49 semantic 
classes of verbs and categorizes more than 
3,000 English verbs (Levin, 1993). In contrast 
to the MIT Process Handbook that builds upon 
WordNet, Levin’s verb classes are derived from 

Figure 3. Generic verbs of the MIT process handbook and occurrences in the SAP reference model
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a linguistic analysis of ‘English in use’. Each 
verb class is divided into sub-classes that list 
some prominent example verbs. In Levin’s 
work, verbs that display the same or similar set 
of diathesis alternations are assumed to share 
a similar semantic meaning and can thus be 
organized into a semantically coherent verb 
class. For instance, the class “Break verbs” 
(class 45.1) refers to actions that bring about a 
change in the material integrity of some entity.

We used an online version of this classi-
fication hierarchy for our analysis (see http://
www-personal.umich.edu/~jlawler/levin.
html). Again, multiple assignments between 
a verb and a class were possible. Selected 
examples are given in Table 3.

Figure 4 shows the final classification 
results using Levin’s verb classes. Altogether 
17,868 occurrences could be categorized in one 
or more classes, 6,232 were not covered. The 
most frequently occurring verb class relates to 
verbs with predicative complement. These are 
basically speech acts (Auramäki, Lehtinen, 
& Lyytinen, 1988) such as “to accept”, “to 
acknowledge”, or “to select”. This could be 
seen as an indication for a focus of business 
process on inter-personal communication and 
decision-making scenarios.

We faced classification problems similar to 
our usage of the MIT Process Handbook: some 
verbs were too specific, others not covered. In-
terestingly, again the verb “to process” was not 

included in any class. We also faced homonym 
problems. For instance, the verb “to change” 
appears in different classes, among others in 
the class “verbs of grooming and bodily care”. 
Although this aspect is not touched in the SAP 
Reference Model, our automatic classification 
counts the verb also for this class, as shown in 
Figure 4.

Synthesis

We extracted 19,839 activity construct labels 
from the SAP reference models, from which 
some terms were classified in multiple verb 
classes. We can assess the coverage of the two 
classification schemes as (1 – notCovered) / 
19,839. Accordingly, the coverage of the MIT 
Handbook is (1 – 11,029) / 19,839 = 0.44 while 
the Levin classes cover (1 – 6,232) / 19,839 
= 0.68. This would indicate a preference for 
Levin’s work.

In both categorization schemes, a frac-
tion of activity labels could not be covered. 
In most cases, unspecific terms such as “to 
dun” or “to process” were such candidates. 
These and similar verbs are typically prone to 
different types of ambiguity, such as action-
object ambiguity, verb-inference ambiguity, 
or zero-derivation ambiguity (Mendling et al., 
2009). These types of ambiguity stem from the 
ambiguity problem of the English language in 
general (Small, Cottrell, & Tanenhaus, 1988). 
We further note current conventions for process 

Table 3. Interpretation of selected generic terms from Levin’s word classes, and examples from 
the data set 

Verb Class Synonyms Examples from the SAP reference model

Verbs with predicative complement to accept Accept registration order of business event 
attendee

Verbs of perception to check Check and Assign Dummy Commitment Items

Verbs of appearance and disappearance to define Define license type

Verbs of communication to announce Announce Official Project Start

aspectual verbs to begin Begin warranty check

Verbs involving the body to close Closing of Insurance Contract

Verbs of psychological state to approve Approve profit plan
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Figure 4. Verb Classes by Levin and occurrences in the SAP reference model
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modeling (e.g., Davis, 2001; Rosemann, 2003) 
typically recommend to avoid unspecific verbs 
such as “to process.” The fact that our findings 
indicate the frequent usage of such verbs indi-
cates that such conventions are being violated 
in practice, which suggests a need for a more 
rigorous enforcement of modeling conventions. 
The work by Becker et al. (2009) could be po-
tential avenue enforcing labeling conventions 
through tool support.

To achieve a better coverage ratio, we 
assume that a most suitable categorization of 
activity verb terms can be obtained when com-
bining both classification schemes considered. 
More specifically, based on our initial analysis 
we assume that in particular those verb classes 
with more than 100 noted occurrences can be 
viewed suitable candidates for consideration 
in a taxonomy. Table 4 shows the 25 resulting 
generic verbs we consider based on this assump-
tion, and gives examples for actual SAP refer-
ence model labels. Given the overlap between 
the two considered schemes (e.g., there are 
several Levin classes that are subcategories of 

the MIT generic verb “to modify”), we decided 
to consider the more specific terms (e.g., verbs 
such as “to create” and “to transform” instead 
of “to modify”). Note that we skipped the Levin 
term “change state” since this is essentially 
the definition of exactly what an activity of a 
process sets out to do.

Overall, the mapping of activity labels 
from the SAP reference model to the combined 
classification scheme shown in Table 4 resulted 
in coverage of 95 per cent, which we deem 
acceptable and confirmatory for the validity 
of our analysis.

Based on this analysis, we were able to 
specify a set of 25 generic classes of verbs 
that can typically be found in activity labels in 
process models. This thesaurus can be of use, 
not only in the act of comparing process models 
(Ehrig et al., 2007) or verifying process models 
(Wynn et al., 2009), but also in the act of creat-
ing process models. For instance, the thesaurus 
can be applied to the design of organizational 
modeling conventions (Rosemann, 2003) to 
structure, guide and govern process modeling 

Table 4. A set of 25 generic verbs for describing activities in business process models, with 
examples from the SAP reference model in brackets 

to appear
(Open Commitment 
Document Selection)

to complete
(Complete order 

technically)

to engender
(Define availability 

of material 
component (lead 
time/lead-time 

offset))

to move
(Goods Movements)

to remove
(Remove material 

from stock)

to assess
(Confirm materials 

used)

to create
(Create planned 

order)

to lodge
(Allocate invoice)

to perceive
(Identify certificate 

recipient)

to search
(Determine validity 

period of BOM)

to care
(Child Care)

to decide
(Decide if budget 
values should be 

accumulated)

to manage
(Plan total activity 

input quantity)

to preserve
(Maintain units of 
measure / dimen-

sions)

to send
(Send purchasing 

document)

to combine
(Combine deliveries 

into a wave)

to destroy
(Delete Without 

Archiving)

to measure
(Product Cost 

Analysis)

to promise
(Guarantee Net 

Amount)

to separate
(Split costs to activity 

types)

to communicate
(Request work list)

to display
(Display refer-

ence object data)

to modify
(Update qual-

ity level (dynamic 
modification data)

to put
(Set the Deletion 

Flag on Individual 
Objects or for the 

Entire Project)

to transform
(Change employee 

status)
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initiatives by providing a set of guidelines for 
the consistent, standardized creation of process 
models. Process model designers can be as-
sisted in their effort to create meaningful and 
understandable models, for instance, through 
the use of a tool-based modeling wizard that 
offers the different verb classes to select a most 
appropriate activity type, and then displays a set 
of potential synonyms for further specification. 
For the act of reading or interpreting process 
models, we could envisage the developed set 
of generic classes useful for assisting human 
understanding of process models, by displaying 
appropriate graphical information that assists 
differentiating task types in a process models. 
The next section reports on such an attempt.

oN ThE uSE oF ICoNS

Our previous discussion revealed that indeed 
we are able to reduce the set of activity labels 
used in process models to a restricted set of 
semantically different task or activity terms.

On the basis of these findings we argue that 
a suitable strategy for making process models 
more understandable is to develop iconic rep-
resentations for the different identified verb 
classes. This would allow model users to intui-
tively identify – by mere visual inspection – the 
most common classes of activities contained in 
any process. For instance, a model reader could 
instantly identify in any given model how often 
(s)he is required to communicate with other 
stakeholders and how often a process object 
needs to be modified etc. Detailed informa-
tion about the exact type of activity (e.g., what 
form of communication, what type of process 
object, what type of modification and so forth) 
can then be obtained from the textual label of 
the construct.

We argue that the use of iconic representa-
tions is conducive to improving process model 
understanding even more so, because graphi-
cal icons essentially have become part of our 
daily lives (think of the hourglass in Windows, 
the telephone symbol in Skype or the use of 
emoticons in text messages).

Accordingly, our endeavor was also to 
investigate the development of suitable iconic 
representations for the identified verb classes. 
Unfortunately, similarly to activity labeling in 
process modeling, icon development has been 
more of an art than science (Chen, 2003). Yet, 
some guidelines based on research in graphi-
cal user interface design exist to support our 
undertaking (Caplin, 2001; Horton, 1994):

1.  Semantics-oriented: Icon selection should 
emphasize the easiness of interpretation by 
the users (icons should be natural to users), 
resemblance (to the things or tasks it refers 
to) and differentiation (all icons should be 
easily differentiated from each other and 
should not be subject to mis-interpretation).

2.  User-oriented: Icon selection should be 
based on user preferences and extensive 
user testing.

3.  Composition principle: Icon composi-
tion rules should be natural and easy to 
understand and learn. The Multiple-level 
icon composition principle, for instance, 
suggests rules for composing high-level 
icons from low-level icons based on similar 
concepts used in data/system modeling 
and the English grammar (Chen, 1983). 
The grouping principle, on the other 
hand, provides some rules to design icons 
in groups based on the type and instance 
concepts found in data/system modeling 
and icon-based natural languages (Chen, 
1997).

4.  Interpretation rules: Icon composition rules 
should be transferable to different models 
and audiences.

We have attempted to adhere to these 
principles in our effort to provide icons for the 
most frequently used generic verb classes. For 
instance, we scanned Google Images for icons 
that conformed to the principles of resemblance, 
differentiation, and easiness of interpretation, 
following the use of iconic images in popular 
applications such as Facebook, Twitter or Skype. 
Our icons also conform to the interpretation 
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rule principle, in that the icons can be used for 
different models, and different model audiences. 
At this stage of the research, however, we were 
not fully able to adhere to the principles of user 
orientation and composition. While we based 
the design of our icons on some user preferences 
(those of the research team), we cannot claim 
that user preference examination or extensive 
user testing has been conducted yet. Specifically, 
we note that our icons may require further in-
vestigation in regard to interpretation ambiguity. 
We note this as an interesting future research 
avenue that could follow the research presented 
in this paper. Similarly, it would be interesting to 
distill detailed composition principles for icon 
design that could follow principles of process 
(Recker et al., 2009) or systems decomposition 
(Burton-Jones & Meso, 2006).

Figure 5 shows the results from our de-
sign effort. We should note that our attempt to 
provide suitable iconic representations can still 
be subject to revision and enhancement. We 
are aware that the selected iconic representa-
tions may not necessarily be conducive to all 

type of modeling scenarios, or model end user 
audiences. This, however, is a question of an 
empirical nature and thus requires further re-
search in the form of empirical testing. This is 
a noted future research direction.

As an application example, we consider 
the Period-End Closing: Material Ledger 
process from the SAP module Revenue and 
Cost Controlling. In this process, four tasks are 
specified, which are described with the verbs 
“to determine”, “to allocate”, “to update“, and 
“to analyze”. As per the classification scheme 
we used, these verbs are instantiations of the 
four generic verb classes “to search”, “to lodge”, 
“to modify” and “to measure”. Accordingly, 
Figure 6 shows the process model annotated 
with icons for these generic verb classes to 
illustrate our approach.

CoNCluSIoN

In this paper we discussed an essential yet 
under-researched aspect of process modeling 
practice: the labeling of graphical constructs 

Figure 5. Iconic representations for the 25 identified generic activity label verb classes
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Figure 6. Example process model with additional icons
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in a process model. This complements the ex-
isting streams of research investigating other 
dimensions of process modeling (e.g., the data, 
resource, or control-flow perspectives). Our 
line of research is based on the assumption that 
process model understanding can be improved 
if a more systematic way of labeling constructs 
can be found. First, through linguistic analysis 
we used two verb classification schemes to 
identify from a sample of over 3,000 process 
models the twenty-five most frequently used 
verb classes, and their synonyms. Second, based 
on Dual Coding Theory and CTML we argued 
that understanding can be improved if labels 
in process models can be complemented by 
iconic graphical representations. Based on the 
results from our linguistic analysis we provided 
a first set of iconic representations to match the 
identified verb classes.

We do not consider our research complete. 
For instance, even though we examined a con-
siderably large number of process models, we 
only considered process models of the SAP ref-
erence model. This may limit the extent to which 
our results can be generalized. In particular, 
we realize that the task labels contained in the 
SAP reference may not be representative of all 
potential process modeling domains. However, 
the way we described the conduct of our analyses 
will allow researchers to replicate our study in 
other contexts, e.g., using different model sets, 
or different process modeling notations such as 
BPMN or UML Activity Diagrams. Also, we 
investigated the choice of verb terms in activity 
labels. Yet, in the prevalent ‘verb-object’ label-
ing style, also the word items used for object 
terms are of importance to understanding the 
process model produced. To that end, some 
experts recommend a preparatory step called 
‘technical term modeling’ before modeling the 
actual process (Rosemann, 2003). Technical 
term models capture the key entities and object 
involved in a business process, and delineate 
their hierarchy and semantic relationships. 
Often, entity-relationship diagrams or class 
diagrams are employed as a relevant modeling 
language by practitioners. Some niche tools 
like Semtalk already support an integration of 

ontologies and process models for this purpose 
(Fillies, Wood-Albrecht, & Weichardt, 2003), 
but major tools such as ARIS or Telelogic 
System Architect do not.

Our forthcoming research is as follows. 
We will examine empirically the suitability 
of verb classification schemes for classifying 
activity tasks in process models. Similar to 
the experiment described by Storey (2005), 
we will have students classify activity tasks 
in a number of process models as per the verb 
classification schemes to establish the viabil-
ity of these schemes. This will involve other 
reference models such as the Supply Chain 
Operations Reference Model (SCOR). After 
identifying the most common verb classes used 
in process modeling, we will further develop 
the set of iconic representations for these verb 
classes. Usability studies on different icon 
alternatives, potentially involving users with 
different cultural backgrounds, are further 
important tasks. There is work in the visual 
programming (Green & Petre, 1996) and soft-
ware development discipline (Holzinger, 2005) 
that could guide such research, and we would 
like to invite fellow scholars to contribute to 
this task. In another stream of research we will 
then investigate empirically whether the inclu-
sion of words (labels) and images (icons) in 
process models does in fact warrant improved 
model understandability. CTML suggests three 
outcomes of understanding – retention, recall 
and transfer – that can be used as measures in 
a related empirical study. In conducting such a 
study we can refer to the works of Gemino and 
Wand (2005) and Recker and Dreiling (2007) 
that both used exactly these measures for ex-
amining understanding generated through data 
and process modeling, respectively. This study 
is currently underway, and we invite interested 
readers to take part, by contacting the authors.

In a different stream of research, we are 
investigating to what extent tools and techniques 
from natural language processing can be applied 
for achieving a better label quality. For instance, 
the frequent occurrence of to process in the SAP 
Reference Model points to a quality issue as it is 
a very unspecific verb. We are currently testing 
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capabilities of WordNet for defining quality 
metrics for specificity and potential ambigu-
ity. One potential way of avoiding ambiguity 
in labels is by selecting a labeling style that is 
the least susceptible to ambiguity problems. 
Mendling et al. (2009) identified the verb-object 
convention to be such a labeling style. Combin-
ing the style of labeling with the work in this 
paper on the different semantic categories of 
activity labels could potentially further decrease 
ambiguity and specificity problems in process 
modeling. We hope that the work presented in 
this paper inspires fellow researchers to distill 
a set of normative guidelines for the act of 
process modeling from our work and that of 
our colleagues.
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INTroDuCTIoN

Labelling of activities in BPMN is not a rig-
orous and well documented task: it is often 
performed with a lot of freedom (Storey, 2005), 
thus generating unclear labels (with mismatch-
ing and overlapping terms) and, consequently, 
making process comprehension (Mendling & 
Recker, 2008), as well as knowledge acquisi-
tion harder. Semantic annotation can be used 

to provide a precise, formal meaning to process 
elements. Semantic information is also crucial 
for activities that involve reasoning and require 
automated support (Hepp et al., 2005), as for 
example documenting or querying a process (Di 
Francescomarino & Tonella, 2008), enforcing a 
policy, or verifying constraints on the business 
logics (Di Francescomarino et al., 2008).

We use concepts taken from a domain on-
tology for the annotation of process elements, 
using standard BPMN textual annotations, 
in which concepts have an “@” prefix. Such 
annotations allow us to categorize BPMN ele-
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ments, by unifying labels that represent the same 
concept and abstracting them into meaningful 
generalizations.

We use the linguistic analysis of the pro-
cess element labels and of the concept names 
for providing semantic annotation suggestions 
to business designers. By taking advantage of 
these suggestions the experts are facilitated in 
adding semantic annotations to process elements 
without however changing their original and 
specific labels. This allows to limit the draw-
backs deriving from the semantic annotation 
(e.g., time and resource consumption), while 
preserving its benefits.

We can envisage a couple of scenarios in 
which, in the perspective of providing a com-
mon basis for sharing and reusing knowledge 
across organizations and domains, semantic 
annotation benefits are remarkable.

Scenario 1: Cross-
organizational Sharing

It is often the case that more enterprises, each 
with its own internal business process models, 
are interested in sharing knowledge and pro-
cesses, thus supporting reuse and collabora-
tion. To this aim, due to the heterogeneity of 
their processes and knowledge, they need to 
agree upon common concepts (e.g., concepts 
organized in an ontology), and map their own 
specific business process objects to them.

Semantic annotation of business process 
elements with these agreed concepts allows 
performing this task though preserving propri-
etary and specific information, still available in 
process activity labels.

In this scenario, in which an upfront ontol-
ogy is available, semantic annotation sugges-
tions support business designers in the hard 
work of mapping their own specific activities 
to the shared knowledge.

Scenario 2: Cross-Domain 
Process Construction

There are cases in which complex processes 
require competences and knowledge from more 

than one field, so that more domain experts 
are asked to collaboratively work for building 
the process model. Moreover, the domain ex-
pertise could not only be limited to modelling 
a part of the process but it could also lead to 
constrain other experts’ modelling (Rospocher 
et al., 2008).

Semantic annotation of process elements 
with concepts taken from an ontology built 
collaboratively and in parallel with process 
definition supports the experts not only in pre-
serving a global view and in sharing a common 
understanding of the process under construc-
tion, without losing specific information, but 
also in incrementally verifying cross-domain 
constraints.

After a short overview about concepts and 
notations that are used in the remainder of the 
paper (Section Background), we describe our 
techniques for the semi-automated disambigu-
ation of ontology concepts (Section Domain 
Ontology Analysis), the annotation of process 
elements (Section Business Process Semantic 
Annotation Suggestions) and to support the busi-
ness analyst in ontology creation and extension 
(Section Ontology Skeleton Creation). A case 
study is reported in Section Case Study. Conclu-
sions and future works are finally presented in 
Section Conclusions and Future Works.

baCkGrouND

linguistic analysis

Natural language processing is a wide research 
area, including a number of different tasks and 
approaches. The analysis of short sentences, 
like those characterizing labels or ontology 
concepts, is one such task.

Linguistic analyzers, as for example 
MINIPAR1, do not only allow to tokenize 
(short) sentences, reduce words to their stems 
and classify terms into grammatical categories 
(e.g., verbs, nouns, adjectives), but they are 
also able to find dependencies and grammatical 
relationships between them (e.g. verb-object, 
article-noun, specifier-specified).
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In detail, given a sentence s, MINIPAR 
is able to tokenize it, thus extracting its word 
list, WS(s)={wi ∈ Dict | s= w1 ... wn}, where 
Dict is a given dictionary of words2. Moreover, 
for each word wi, it identifies the grammati-
cal category mGCat(wi) ∈ MGCS, as well as 
the dependency relationship (→R, with R ∈ 
MGREL) with its head word (headw(wi)), if 
any, so that wi→R headw(wi). The only word 
free from dependencies, in a sentence s, is the 
sentence head word (heads(s)). It represents the 
root of the dependency tree, a tree that, built 
upon the dependency relationships, connects all 
the terms in the sentence. MGCS={V, N, V_BE, 
A, ...} is the set of the MINIPAR classification 
of grammatical categories (e.g., V = verb, N 
= noun, V_BE = “to be” verb, A = adjective 
or adverb, ...), while MGREL is the set of the 
MINIPAR dependency relationships. MGREL 
= MGRELterm∪ MGRELclause is the union of the 
set of the dependencies between pair of terms, 
MGRELterm ={subj, obj, nn, det,…}, e.g., subj 
= verb-subject (subject→subjverb), obj =verb-
object (object→objverb), nn = specified-specifier 
(specifier→nnspecified) or det = determined-
determiner (determiner→detdetermined) rela-
tionship, and the set of the relationships also 
involving clauses, MGRELclause ={rel, fc, ...}, 
e.g., rel = noun – relative clause (noun→rel 
relative clause), verb-final clause (verb→fcfinal 
clause) relationship.

Henceforth, we will refer to a verb of 
a parsed sentence with the character v (i.e., 
MGCat(v)=V) and to a noun with the character 
n (i.e., MGCat(n)=N). Moreover, we introduce 
the function o(v) to denote the object of the 

verb v (i.e., o(v)→objv) and s(n) to represent the 
specifier of n (i.e., s(n)→nnn).

For example, by applying MINIPAR to the 
short sentence “Choose a product group”, we 
obtain the information in Figure 1 (top left); by 
applying it to the sentence “Select quantity”, 
we get the results shown in Figure 1 (top right).

Unfortunately, short sentences are intrin-
sically difficult to analyze through linguistic 
processing, because they carry limited and 
compact information. Sometimes, it happens 
that the analysis performed by the parser is 
wrong or inaccurate. For example, parsing of 
the label “Store payment method” by means 
of MINIPAR gives the (partially wrong) result 
shown in Figure 1 (bottom).

WordNet

The simple parsing of a sentence executed by 
MINIPAR is usually not enough for determin-
ing its semantics. The same term, in fact, can 
have multiple meanings (polisemy), as well as 
more terms (synonyms) can represent the same 
concept. WordNet (Miller, 1998) is one of the 
most known resources allowing to categorize 
terms according to their meaning (sense) and 
synonym set (synset).

The same word, in fact, can be used as 
the representative for different Parts Of the 
Speech (POS) and for each of them, it can have, 
multiple senses. The information gathered from 
POS type and sense allows to disambiguate the 
word meaning. A WordNet Dictionary, WNDict, 
is therefore a collection of (word, word-sense, 
word-type) triples (WNDict = {(wi, sj, wn-
pos)| wi ∈ Dict ∧ wnpos ∈ WNPOS}, where 
WNPOS={N, V, Adj, Adv} is the WordNet set 

Figure 1. Information extracted by MINIPAR
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of different type categories, e.g. N = noun, V 
= verb, Adj = adjective, Adv = adverb). Each 
triple (wi, sj, wnpos) identifies a unique synset 
including (wi, sj, wnpos), as well as all the other 
(if any) WordNet triples (wu, sv, wnpos) having 
the same, specific meaning of (wi, sj, wnpos).

Hereafter we will use the function senses 
(senses (wi, wnpos) = {sj| (wi, sj, wnpos) ∈ 
WNDict}) to compute all the senses of a word 
wi belonging to a specific type category wnpos, 
the function wnPOS: MGCS’ → WNPOS to map 
a subset of the MINIPAR categories MGCS’ 
⊆ MGCS to the WordNet type categories (the 
main mappings of the function are summarized 
in Table 1) and the function SynsetRepr(syn) = 
(wi, sj, wnpos), where syn is a synset, to denote 
the synset canonical representative.

Information Content 
Similarity Measure

The information content similarity approach 
is based on the term information content: the 
more frequently a term occurs, the less infor-
mation it conveys. The information content can 
be measured as the negative logarithm of the 
normalized term frequency. Given two concepts, 
their semantic similarity depends on the amount 
of information they share. Assuming we can 
map them onto a hierarchical structure, such as 
WordNet, the semantic similarity is given by 
the information content of the Most Specific 
Common Abstraction (MSCA). The information 
content of a term can be measured on the basis 
of the term occurrences in large text corpora 
(normalized with respect to the hierarchical 
structure). An approximation of such a measure 
can be obtained by analyzing the hierarchical 

structure and counting the number of hyponyms, 
under the assumption that a term with lots of 
hyponyms tends to occur quite frequently in 
large corpora. In this work, we approximate 
the probability of terms by using hyponyms in 

WordNet: p t hypo t

WN

( )
( )

max
=

+1 , where hypo(t) 

is the number of hyponyms of the term t and 
maxWN is the total number of WordNet words.

One of the most used ways of computing 
the information content similarity between two 
terms t1 and t2 is Lin’s formula (Lin, 1998):

ics t t
p MSCA t t

p t p t
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1 2
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+
 

Henceforth, when talking about the in-
formation content similarity, we refer to Lin’s 
formula.

related Works

In the literature several approaches have been 
proposed aimed at providing a sharable and 
understandable basis for business modelling by 
attempting to integrate different cross-domain 
and cross-organizational aspects. Some of them 
try to merge different perspectives in new lan-
guages (e.g., EXTERNAL, 1999). Others map 
proprietary languages and models to a common 
knowledge by means of semantic annotation 
(e.g., Lin, 2008).

Several authors have suggested adding 
semantic information to business processes. 
Some of them aimed at specifying the process 
dynamic behaviour (Koschmider & Oberweis, 

Table 1. Mapping from MGCS’ to WNPOS: function wnPOS 

WNPOS\MGCS’ V N V_BE A

V * *

N *

Adj *

Adv *
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2005), others at clarifying the meaning of pro-
cess elements (Thomas & Fellmann, 2007; De 
Nicola et al., 2007; Dimitrov et al., 2007). For 
example, Koschmider and Oberweis (2005) 
use an ontology to give a precise semantics 
to the elements and data of a business process 
(represented as a Petri Net). Thomas and Fell-
man (2007) present a semantic extension of 
event-driven process chains (EPC) for solving 
ambiguities and reasoning over process models; 
De Nicola et al. (2007) introduce BPAL, an 
ontological framework for the representation 
of the business process semantics; the SUPER 
ontology (Dimitrov et al., 2007) is used for the 
creation of semantic annotations of both BPMN 
and EPC process models in order to overcome 
problems with composition and execution.

In this variety of goals and process descrip-
tion languages, we focus on the annotation of 
BPMN process elements with domain-related 
ontology concepts and, in detail, we aim at 
supporting process designers in performing 
the annotation task.

In their work, Born et al. (2007) also deal 
with the problem of supporting process design-
ers in the integration of domain ontology and 
process modelling knowledge. However, the 
process information they exploit to this purpose 
is related to the process structure and the match-
ing technique they use is mainly based on string 
matching (e.g., distance metrics).

Our approach, instead, takes advantage 
of the linguistic analysis (natural language 
parsing) of the process element labels and of 
the concept names, as well as of a measure of 
information content similarity, for providing 
suggestions to business designers. The same 
similarity measure is also exploited for sup-
porting the business designer in the domain 
ontology disambiguation with respect to the 
possible senses of each concept (thus reducing 
the search space of the automatic suggestion 
algorithm) and in the ontology extension and/
or creation (when necessary).

DoMaIN oNToloGy aNalySIS

In the literature, several WSD (Word Sense 
Disambiguation) algorithms have been pro-
posed. They determine senses for words ap-
pearing in large corpora of texts, written in 
natural language (Ide & Véronis, 1998). Only 
a few WSD works, in particular in the context 
of the semantic web (Wang, 2008) deal with 
the mapping between ontology concepts and 
WordNet synsets. In order to simplify the 
semantic annotation of process activities and 
make it more accurate, we also need to solve 
the semantic ambiguity of ontology concepts, 
by mapping them to unique synsets. For this 
purpose, we exploit the information we can 
gather from the ontology itself (in particular 
from its hierarchical structure) and compare 
it with the WordNet taxonomy. However, the 
mapping, as well as the comparison, presents 
several issues. The first challenge is the struc-
tural difference between strings representing 
ontology concepts and words with a specific 
sense characterizing a synset.

A concept name can be a single word or a 
short sentence describing the concept. While 
in the first case the concept name is mapped 
to one of the synonyms in a synset (the sense 
with the highest similarity value), in the second 
case, the short sentence needs to be analyzed 
linguistically in order to mine the word that, 
representing the dominant meaning of the con-
cept, also determines its ontology relationships 
(in particular is_a relationship).

Let us consider, for example, the domain 
ontology concept “to record information”. 
By assuming that concept names have been 
meaningfully assigned, the concept will very 
likely represent the action of storing informa-
tion. Therefore, the concept head word is the 
verb “to record”, which probably has an is_a 
relationship with some “action” or “event” con-
cept in the ontology (see for example SUMO3 
or OntoSem4).

The word representing the dominant mean-
ing in a short sentence can be mined by applying 
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a linguistic analyzer, as for example MINIPAR, 
to the sentence itself. It will be the root word 
in the dependency tree produced by the parser, 
i.e., the sentence head word.

Once the head word has been identified for 
each concept, the concept has to be mapped to 
a WordNet synset. To this purpose we propose 
three approaches: two of them take advantage 
of the ontology hierarchical structure, while the 
third requires the existence of comments and/
or labels in the domain ontology. Due to their 
different kind, the first two approaches can 
be complemented by the third and vice-versa.

We do not expect that automated disam-
biguation of ontology concepts is completely 
error free, especially because we deal with 
short sentences, while the available approaches 
have been proven to work well with long texts 
in natural language. Moreover, it only allows 
disambiguating the sentence head word of the 
concept (i.e., if the concept name is a sentence 
only the sentence head word is considered for 
the disambiguation). Hence, the automatically 
produced disambiguation may need to be revised 
by the user before moving to the next step of 
process annotation.

relative Disambiguation algorithm

In order to determine the sense of the sentence 
head word of each ontology concept, the 
“relative” disambiguation algorithm exploits 
the information coming from each of the con-
cepts having a relationship (i.e., parent-child, 
sibling-sibling or child-parent) with the current 
node in the hierarchical structure.

In detail, for each concept c we consider its 
similarity with concepts of the same synset type 
and belonging to its relative concept set RC(C) 
= PC(C) ∪ SC(C) ∪ CC(C), where PC(C) is 
the set of the super-concepts of c, SC(C) the set 
of sibling concepts of c and CC(C) the set of 
sub-concepts of c. Given the synset type of the 
sentence head word wc of the current concept c 
(it can be inferred from the grammatical category 
of wc), for each sense si of such a word and for 
each relative concept rc ∈ RC(C) of the same 
type, we compute the maximum information 
content similarity value maxics((wc, si), wrc) 
(see Subsection Information Content Similarity 
Measure) between the two head words (wc and 
wrc) with respect to all the possible senses of wrc. 
The identified synset, characterized by the pair 
(wc, si) chosen for the current concept c, will be 
the one with the highest average of maxics((wc, 

Figure 2. Pseudo-code for the “relative” disambiguation algorithm
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si), wrc) computed over all the relative concepts 
of c. Figure 2 reports the algorithm pseudo-code.

Let us consider the ontology on the left in 
Figure 3 and let us assume we are interested 
in computing the WordNet sense associated 
with the concept c4. The sentence head word 
of the concept (the root of the parsing tree) is, 
for example, the verb v4. We also assume that 
the sentence head words of its parent c1 (v1), 
its sibling concept c2 (v2) and its child concepts 
c5 and c6 (v5 and v6, respectively) are all verbs. 
Table 2 shows some possible similarity values 
between each sense of v4 (#1 and #2) and each 

sense of the sentence head words of each of its 
relative concepts. For each relative concept, the 
maximum similarity measure over all its senses 
has been computed (sixth column in the table). 
Finally, in the seventh column, the average of 
these similarities has been computed for each 
sense of v4. Since the maximum value is 0.7, 
the sense chosen for the verb v4 (in the concept 
name c4) is #1.

open Problems

Although it may work well in practice, the algo-
rithm presented above has a limitation: the sense 

Figure 3. Examples of ontologies

Table 2. Example values for the “relative” disambiguation algorithm 

Current 
concept heads

Current 
concept senses

Relative 
concept heads

Relative 
concept senses

ics current concept 
and relative concepts maxics avgics

   v4

   #1

   v1

   #1    0.2

   0.8

   0.7

   #2    0.4

   #3    0.8

   v2    #1    0.5    0.5

   v5

   #1    0.7
   0.7

   #2    0.3

   v6

   #1    0.2
   0.8

   #2    0.8

   #2

   v1

   #1    0.4

   0.4

   0.65

   #2    0.1

   #3    0.0

   v2    #1    0.5    0.5

   v5

   #1    0.8
   0.8

   #2    0.4

   v6

   #1    0.9
   0.9

   #2    0.3
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that it infers for each concept of the ontology (on 
the basis of the concept relationships with other 
ontology concepts) is independent from the 
senses inferred for the other concepts. Though 
the sense of a single concept is computed on 
the basis of the senses of its relative concepts, 
the final sense assigned to each of the relative 
concepts could be different from the one used 
for inferring the sense of the current concept.

For example, let us consider again the ontol-
ogy in Figure 3 (on the left) and the concept c6, 
whose sentence head word is v6. Table 3 shows 
the information content similarity between each 
of the senses of v6 and each of the senses of its 
relatives (c1 and c2). Moreover it reports the 
highest similarity with respect to the relative 
senses, and the average over the relatives for 
each sense of v6. The algorithm will choose the 
sense of v6 with the maximum avgics, i.e. #1. 
However, by looking at Table 2, we can notice 
that the choice of the sense #1 for the concept 
v4 was based on its maximum similarity with 
(v6,#2): ics((v4,#1), (v6,#2)) = 0.8. On the con-
trary, by fixing the sense of v6 (sense #1), the 
maximum avgics of v4 would have been the one 
related to the sense #2 (ics((v4,#2), (v6,#1)) = 
0.9, while ics((v4,#1), (v6,#1)) = 0.2).

In order to deal with this problem, we pro-
pose a second algorithm. Due to the excessive 
computational effort deriving from the explora-
tion of the whole set of possible combination 

of senses among the sentence head words of 
all the concepts in the ontology, it limits the 
information used for the sentence head word 
disambiguation to the child nodes of the cur-
rent concept.

Child Disambiguation algorithm

The “child” disambiguation algorithm com-
putes the sense of (the sentence head word 
of) a concept on the basis of similarities with 
concepts having a child-parent relationship with 
the current concept.

It is based on a bottom-up visit of the on-
tology graph, from leaves up to the root. The 
first senses to be computed are those related to 
leaf concepts. To perform this computation, we 
consider each of the possible senses of the leaf’s 
parent. For each parent sense, we maximize the 
semantic similarity with the senses of each child 
node and take the sum over the children. The 
parent sense with maximum sum is chosen for 
this node and determines the children’s senses.

For intermediate node, the node’s sense 
can be computed as the sense maximizing the 
sum of the semantic similarities with the synsets 
associated to the sentence head word of each 
of its children. The pseudo-code description 
of the algorithm, based on the recursive visit 
function “visit_concept”, is shown in Figure 4.

As in the previous example, let us consider 
the ontology on the right in Figure 3 and let 

Table 3. An example of possible problems raised by the “relative” disambiguation algorithm 

Current 
concept 
heads

Current 
concept 
senses

Relative 
concept 
heads

Relative concept 
senses

ics current concept 
and relative concepts maxics avgics

v6

#1

v4

#1 0.2
0.9

0.9
#2 0.9

v5

#1 0.9
0.9

#2 0.6

#2

v4

#1 0.8
0.8

0.55
#2 0.3

v5

#1 0.3
0.3

#2 0.1
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assume we are interested in computing the 
WordNet sense associated with the concept c4, 
whose sentence head word is v4. By applying 
the “child” disambiguation algorithm, only child 
concepts (v5 and v6), have to be considered. One 
of them (v6) is a leaf of the ontology graph, 
therefore its sense will be the one maximiz-

ing the current concept global similarity over 
all the children; the other (v5) is not a leaf, 
therefore we assume a sense (#2) has already 
been assigned to it on the base of its children 
(v7). Table 4 shows some values related to this 
scenario. The sense for v4 (#2) is computed as 
the one corresponding to the highest ics_sum 

Figure 4. Pseudo-code for the “child” disambiguation algorithm

Table 4. Example values for the “child” disambiguation algorithm 

Current 
concept heads

Current 
concept senses

Child 
concept 
heads

Relative 
concept senses

ics current concept 
and child concepts maxics ics_sum

v4

#1

v5 #2 0.3 0.3

1.1
v6

#1 0.2
0.8

#2 0.8

#2

v5 #2 0.4 0.4

1.3
v6

#1 0.9
0.9

#2 0.3
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(1.3). Once the parent sense has been set, senses 
for child leaf concepts can also be assigned: in 
this case #1 is assigned to v6 due to the highest 
information content similarity with (v4, #2).

open Problems

When a concept, whose sentence head word 
has to be mapped to a WordNet synset, does 
not have children in the ontology (i.e., is a 
leaf) and does not have a parent belonging to 
the same grammatical category, the algorithm 
fails in finding the mapping synset. In fact, in 
WordNet the hierarchy related to a synset of 
a given grammatical category belongs to the 
same category. Hence, if parent and child have 
different types, they also belong to different 
hierarchies, thus resulting in a non-existent 
WordNet is_a relationship between the domain 
ontology parent and child concept.

Let us consider the ontology in Figure 3 
(right), where a concept name starting with “n” 
is used for denoting a sentence head word of 
the concept belonging to the noun grammatical 
category and a concept name starting with “v” 
is used for denoting a sentence head word of 
the concept belonging to the verb grammatical 
category.

Let us consider the leaves v4 and v5, be-
longing to the verb grammatical category and 
their parent n1, belonging to the noun category. 
The corresponding synsets in WordNet belong 
to completely unrelated hierarchies (of verbs 
and nouns respectively). Hence it is impossible 
to compute the similarity between parent and 

children in this case. That’s also reflected in 
the algorithm in Figure 4, which restricts the 
computation of the similarity to synsets of the 
same type.

This situation suggests the need to be able 
to exploit also other types of information in the 
ontology disambiguation phase.

Description-based algorithm

Often the domain ontology comes with concept 
descriptions, similar to those that are found in 
WordNet. This information can be exploited 
for the mapping between the two ontologies. 
We propose an algorithm that measures the 
similarity between the sentence head word of 
a concept in the ontology and a synset in the 
WordNet ontology on the basis of the number 
of terms shared by the two descriptions (the 
domain ontology and the WordNet one). In de-
tail, once both descriptions have been tokenized 
and stemmed, the similarity between a concept 
and a WordNet synset is computed as the ratio 
between the cardinality of the intersection 
and the union sets of the two groups of terms 
produced by the linguistic analysis:

sim c w s
description c description w s

descriptio
c

c
( ,( , *))

( ) ( , *)
=

∩

nn c description w sc( ) ( , *)∪.

The WordNet synset with the description 
most similar to the ontology concept determines 
the sense for that concept.

Table 5 shows the similarity measure, as 
defined above, between the description of the 

Table 5. Similarity computed on the basis of the shared terms between the “search” concept 
definition and the WordNet synset definition for each sense of the verb “search” by applying the 
“description-based” disambiguation algorithm 

Term Concept definition senses Sense description Sim(c, (wc,s*))

search to actively search for or seek

#2 search or seek 2/3=0.67

#4 subject to a search ¼=0.25

#1 try to locate or discover, or try to establish 
the existence of 0.0

#3 inquire into 0.0
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word “search” in the OntoSem ontology and 
the descriptions characterizing each of the 
synsets associated to the senses of “search” in 
WordNet. The chosen sense suggested for the 
word is the one associated with the highest 
similarity, i.e., sense #2.

This algorithm can also be combined with 
one of the previous ones and used in a comple-
mentary way in order to deal with their limita-
tions. The “description-based” disambiguation 
algorithm, for example, could be combined 
with the “child” disambiguation algorithm in 
cases in which a sense cannot be determined 
for nodes having only relationships with nodes 
of different grammatical categories. Both with 
“relative” and “child” disambiguation algo-
rithms, when the similarity value is not enough 
significant (i.e. when it does not reach a given 
threshold), we can resort to “description-based” 
disambiguation.

buSINESS ProCESS 
SEMaNTIC aNNoTaTIoN 
SuGGESTIoNS

Once the ontology concepts are linked to a 
single WordNet sense, the business designer 
can be supported in the semantic annotation, by 
receiving suggestions for each process activ-
ity she intends to annotate. The choice of the 
suggestions is based on the semantic similarity 
between BPMN element label and ontology 
concepts: the higher the similarity measure, the 
higher the score given to the candidate ontology 
concept c as a possible semantic annotation for 
the element label l. Other criteria for detect-
ing similarity between pairs of strings (e.g., 
those based on string or syntactic similarity), 
in fact, do not allow to capture more complex 
and meaningful mappings between pairs of 
natural language sentences, e.g. those taking 
into account the semantics of the terms in the 
sentences.

The semantic similarity of a pair (l,c) can 
be based on the semantic similarity between 
pairs of words respectively in l (Wl = {wi ∈ 

Dict| l= w1 ... wn}) and in c (Wc = { wj ∈ Dict| 
c= w1 ... wm }). We define the candidate set of 
pairs CSP as CSP ⊆ Wl × Wc such that:

(1)  Each word wi ∈ Wl and wj ∈ Wc appears at 
most once in CSP;

(2)  ∀ (wi,,wj) ∈ CSP,
a.  wi and wj do not depend on any other 

term in their respective sentences;
b.  if wi, →Rwk and wj, →Rwl, then (wk,,wl) 

∈ CSP, R∈ MGREL ;
(3)  The total semantic similarity (i.e., the 

weighted sum of similarity values over 
each pair in CSP) is maximized by CSP.

We take advantage of the linguistic in-
formation available from linguistic analysis 
(parsing and synset computation) to choose 
proper candidate pairs (e.g., verbs are never 
paired with sentence objects, as well as objects 
are never paired with object specifiers), but also 
to give weights to the semantic similarity mea-
sures. In detail, the Business Process Modelling 
guideline suggesting the use of the verb-object 
form for labeling activities (Miles, 1972; Sharp 
& Mcdermott, 2001; Malone et al., 2003) is the 
premise for our choice of limiting the clause 
analysis in the semantic annotation of an activ-
ity to verbs, objects and object specifiers and 
for ranking the three components according to 
their role (i.e., the verb has greater importance 
than the object, in turn more important than the 
specifier). Similarly, in the infrequent case of 
short sentences including also dependent clauses 
(e.g., “sign the order to send”), a weight, in 
inverse proportion with the dependency level, 
is assigned to clauses.

The enforcement of the constraints defined 
above and the different weights assigned to the 
different parts of the sentences, suggested us a 
simple heuristics to compute the CSP with maxi-
mum match. We start from the roots of the two 
parsing trees, and in particular from the verbs, 
since these have higher weight. Specifically, 
we consider the verbs that are located higher 
in the hierarchy and we go down in the two 
trees following the grammatical dependencies.
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Hence, the matching CSP(Wl,Wc) between 
the words in label l and the words in concept c 
is built in the following steps:

(1)  given V(l) and V(c), and the set of verbs in 
l and c respectively, the pair of verbs (vl, 
vc), with vl ∈ V(l) and vc ∈ V(c) located 
higher in the parsing trees of the sentences 
in l and c, is added to CSP(Wl,Wc);

(2)  the pair composed of the respective objects5 
(o(vl), o(vc)), where o(vl)→objvl and o(vc) 
→objvc is added to CSP(Wl,Wc) (when both 
verb objects exist);

(3)  the pair composed of the object specifiers 
(s(o(vl)), s(o(vc))), where s(o(vl))→nno(vl) 
and s(o(vc)) →nn(o(vc)) is added to 
CSP(Wl,Wc) (when both object specifiers 
exist);

(4)  recursively, if the specifiers of the two 
sentences are, in turn, specified by another 
pair of specifiers (s*(o(vl)) and s*(o(vc))), 
the pair (s*(o(vl)) and s*(o(vc))) is added 
to CSP(Wl,Wc);

(5)  steps 1-4 are possibly iterated for each 
pair of clauses (cli, clj) ∈ CLS(l)× CLS(c), 
respectively dependent by l and c via the 
same grammar relationship (e.g., cli, and 
clj are both relative clauses of l and c, re-
spectively) and maximizing their semantic 
similarity, where CLS(l) and CLS(c) are 

the sets of clauses dependent on l and c, 
respectively.

The pseudo-code of the algorithm used for 
computing the CSP and the semantic similarity 
between the two sentences is shown in Figure 
5 and Figure 6.

In practical cases, for short sentences such 
as those used in process labels and ontology 
concept names, there is typically at most one 
clause with one verb and its object (Born et 
al., 2007; Sharp & Mcdermott, 2001; Malone, 
2003). Hence, step (1) produces an initial CSP 
with at most one pair, containing the two verbs. 
Step (2) adds the pair of objects for the two 
verbs, when such objects exist in both short 
sentences. Finally, when in some cases, the 
object specifiers (at most one per sentence) 
also exist in the label and the concept name, 
the object specifier pair is added.

Let us consider, for example, the seman-
tic similarity of the label “Choose a product 
group” and the semantic concept ”toSelect-
ProductCategory”. In this case, the label and 
the concept contain a verb, an object and an 
object specifier, which are easily matched 
(CSP = {(choose, select), (group, category), 
(product, product)}). We weight these three 
different linguistic components according to the 
proportions: 4:2:1 (in the algorithm of Figure 

Figure 5. Pseudo-code related to the algorithm for the computation of the semantic similarity 
between a pair (label, concept) of complex sentences
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Figure 6. Pseudo-code related to the algorithm for the computation of the semantic similarity 
between a pair (label, concept) of clauses

Table 6. Semantic similarity measure between an activity label and an ontology concept 

term1 term2 MCSA icsLin

choose#1 select#1 %synonyms% 1.0

group#1 category#1 group#1 0.58

product#1 product#1 1.0

SemSim(l,c) 0.88

Table 7. Five ontology concepts most similar to the label “Choose a product group” 

Ontology concept SemSim(l.c)

to_select_product_category 0.88

to_select_product_quantity 0.83

to_select_categvory 0.74

to_select_quantity 0.7

to_select_method_payment 0.62
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6 V_WEIGHT, OBJ_WEIGHT and OBJ_SPEC_
WEIGHT, respectively). So the formula for the 
semantic similarity becomes: SemSim(l,c)= (4* 
icsLin(verbl, verbc) +2*icsLin(objectl, objectc) 
+icsLin(objSpecl, objSpecc))/7, where l is the 
label and c is the ontology concept. Table 6 
shows the result for this pair.

Once the semantic similarity measure is 
known for all pairs, consisting of a BPMN ele-
ment label and an ontology concept, we deter-
mine the subset of such pairs which maximizes 
the total semantic similarity, using the maximum 
cut algorithm, (Cormen et al., 1990) applied to 
the bipartite graph of BPMN element labels and 
ontology concepts. The result is a suggested 
semantic annotation for each BPMN element.

Table 7 shows the five highest values of 
semantic similarity between the label “Choose 
a product group” and each of the concepts in 
a manually built ontology. The highest score 
determines the concept automatically sug-
gested to annotate the task labelled “Choose a 
product group”.

This algorithm is specialized for the auto-
matic annotation suggestion of process activities 
but it can be extended to other types of BPMN 
elements, e.g., data objects (by exploiting their 

labels) or swimlanes (by exploiting their names), 
by slightly adapting, in these cases, the clause 
analysis and the weight assignment.

DoMaIN oNToloGy 
ExTENSIoN

Often available domain ontologies are not di-
rectly applicable for the annotation of a specific 
business process, which may need concepts 
narrowed to its own, specific domain. We 
propose a semi-automatic approach to suggest 
new concepts, missing in the available ontology, 
so as to support business designers in domain 
ontology extension. At the same time, we want 
to avoid as much as possible term redundancy. 
For domain extension, we exploit the linguis-
tic information carried by process labels, by 
considering only its main clause and, within 
the main clause, its main components (verbs, 
objects and object specifiers).

Ontology extension consists of the addition 
of new concepts, which can be either completely 
new in the ontology or can be obtained by 
combining concepts already in the ontology. 
Let us start with considering the second case. 

Figure 7. Pseudo-code of the algorithm for the extension of the domain ontology with concepts 
composed by other concepts already in the ontology
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The name of the new concept is a compound 
name created from other concept names ac-
cording to the following heuristic rules: (1) the 
new concept is a sub-concept of the concept 
whose name is the head word of the sentence; 
(2) if the compound name of the new concept 
combines a verb and an object concept, it will 
be a sub-concept of the verb concept; (3) if the 
compound name of the new concept combines 
a specified noun and a specifier noun concept, 
it will be a sub-concept of the specified noun 
concept; (4) if the verb (the specified noun) in 
the compound verb-object (specified-specifier) 
name of the new concept appears in the ontol-
ogy in the form of the combination of the verb 
with another object (of the specified noun with 
another specifier), the verb (the specified noun) 
is added to the ontology as a single word and a 
new is_a relationship is added between the verb 
(the specified noun) and both the old and the 
new compound concepts. The pseudo-code of 
the algorithm implementing these heuristics is 
reported in the function “compose” in Figure 7.

Let us consider, for example, the label 
“Choose a product” and let us assume that 
the ontology already contains a “select” con-
cept, whose semantic similarity with the verb 
“choose” is 1.0; a concept “good”, whose 
semantic similarity with the word “product” 
is 0.45; and no concept exists with an accept-
able semantic similarity for the whole label. 
The two concepts “select” and “good” can 
be composed, thus generating a new concept 
“selectGood” (that will be a subconcept of the 
concept “select”), whose similarity value, with 
respect to the “Choose a product” label, is 0.92.

There are also cases in which new concepts, 
made of single words, have to be introduced in 
the ontology. In order to provide a quite flexible 
way for managing such a situation we introduce 
the possibility to specify two thresholds tw and 
ts. The former is referred to single words, i.e. it 
allows discarding a matching between a single 
word and an ontology concept whose semantic 
similarity value is under the threshold. The lat-
ter, instead, is a parameter referring to whole 
sentences, i.e. it allows to determine the set 
of pairs (label, ontology concept) having an 

acceptable global similarity, thus considering 
these concepts as good candidate annotations 
for the given process activity label.

Whenever no ontology concept (directly 
contained in the ontology or composed of other 
ontology concepts) reaches the ts threshold, a 
new concept is added to the domain ontology. 
In order to decide which sentence component, 
i.e. the verb, the object or the object specifier, to 
add, we follow the ranking given to the various 
parts of a sentence (verb: 4; object: 2; specifier: 
1). If the label contains a verb that the concept 
with the highest similarity does not contain, 
we add the verb; otherwise we repeat the same 
check for the object and, eventually, in case of 
failure, for the object specifier. If the sentence 
threshold ts cannot be satisfied, we have to add 
one or more concepts to the ontology so as to 
be able to match the words in the label. We 
give precedence to the missing concept with the 
lowest semantic similarity value among those 
characterizing each sentence component, so as 
to increase the similarity of the least similar 
label component (i.e., the component with the 
highest margin of similarity improvement). The 
algorithm implementing this choice mechanism 
is reported in pseudo-code in Figure 8 (function 
“sentence_suggestion”).

The introduction of a new concept in the 
ontology raises the problem of its relationships 
with the concepts already in the ontology. We 
limit our analysis to the identification of the 
child-parent relationship. To this purpose, we 
again exploit the properties of Lin’s semantic 
similarity. For each possible parent concept 
pc in the hierarchical structure of the ontology 
(i.e., for each possible direct super-concept), 
restricted to the concept type category, we 
compute icsLin(wca, RCpc(ca)), i.e., the average 
of the maximum semantic similarity values over 
the possible senses of the head word of the new 
concept, wca, between wca and the head word of 
each of the relatives in RCpc(ca), that the concept 
would have if it were a sub-concept of pc. The 
highest similarity value with respect to all the 
possible parent concepts, determines the direct 
super-concept. The pseudo-code describing this 
algorithm is reported in Figure 9.
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Let us consider the ontology in Figure 10 
(left) and a process activity labeled “Choose 
a product group”. Let us assume word and 
sentence thresholds equal to 0.6 and 0.8, respec-
tively. Since none of the possible combinations 
of concepts already in the ontology (those with 
the highest values are shown in Table 8) allows 
to satisfy the two thresholds (icsLin(group#1, 
event#1) < tw, icsLin(group#1, family#2) < tw and 
all the other concept combinations have lower 
values), the “group” concept (in the ranking 
verb-object-object specifier, the first part of 
the sentence with icsLin < tw) needs to be added. 

Figure 10 (right) reports the semantic similarity 
values ics(wca, RCpc(ca)) for the head word wca 
= “group”. A direct is_a relationship with the 
“family” concept, corresponding to the best 
value, is suggested to the designer.

Let us consider for example the label 
“Choose a product group” and let us suppose 
that this is the first label we are going to analyze 
(i.e., the skeleton ontology is still empty). By 
MINIPAR, we obtain the information in Figure 
1 (top left). According to the heuristics H1, 
H2, the concept “toChoose” is added to the 
ontology skeleton as an “Action” subconcept, 

Figure 8. Pseudo-code related to the algorithm implementing the choice of the type of ontology 
extension (i.e., a concept composed by terms already in the ontology or a completely new one-
term concept) on the basis of the two thresholds tw and ts
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and “product” and “group” concepts as “Ob-
ject” subconcepts. Since the word “group” is 
the object of the verb “choose”, we can apply 
H3 and build the subconcept “toChooseProd-
uct”, whose “hasTargetObject” relationship 
is restricted to the concept “group”. Since the 
word “product” specifies the word “group”, 
“productGroup” is added as “group” subcon-

cept, with “hasObjectSpecifier” object property 
restricted to the concept “product” (heuristics 
H4). The concept “toChooseProductGroup”, 
whose “hasTargetObject” property is restricted 
to “productGroup”, is added as a subconcept 
of “toChooseGroup”. The resulting ontology 
fragment is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 9. Pseudo-code of the algorithm for the extension of the domain ontology with completely 
new one-term concepts

Figure 10. Automatically suggested position for concept “group”
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Table 8. Three composed concepts most similar to the label “Choose a product group” 

Label word 
wl

Concept word 
wc

icsLin(wl, 
wc)

Activity label Concept name SemSim 
(l,c)

choose#1 select#1 1.0
Choose a product 

group to_select_good_event 0.823group#1 event#1 0.5

product#1 good#1 0.76

choose#1 determine#1 0.97
Choose a product 

group to_determine_good_event 0.82group#1 event#1 0.5

product#1 good#1 0.76

choose#1 select#1 1.0
Choose a product 

group to_select_good_family 0.815group#1 family#2 0.47

product#1 good#1 0.76

Table 9. Heuristic rules to create a candidate ontology 

Id Linguistic Analysis Ontology

H1 v∈WS; mGCat(v) = V v’ = SynsetRepr(v): v’ is_a Action

H2 n∈WS; mGCat(n) = N n’ = SynsetRepr(n): n’ is_a Object

H3
v∈WS; mGCat(v) = V
o∈WS; mGCat(o) = N

o →obj v

v’ = SynsetRepr(v): v’ is_a Action
o’ = SynsetRepr(o): o’ is_a Object

v’o’ is_a v’, v’o’ hasTargetObject o’

H4
n∈WS; mGCat(n) = N
s∈WS; mGCat(s) = N

s →nn n

n’ = SynsetRepr(n): v’ is_a Object
s’ = SynsetRepr(s):s’ is_a Object

s’n’ is_a n’, s’n’ hasObjecSpecifier s’

H5

v∈WS; mGCat(v) = V
o∈WS; mGCat(o) = N
s∈WS; mGCat(s) = N

o →obj v
s →nn o

v’ = SynsetRepr(v): v’ is_a Action
o’ = SynsetRepr(o): o’ is_a Object
s’ = SynsetRepr(s):s’ is_a Object

v’o’ is_a v’, v’o’ hasTargetObject o’
s’o’ is_a o’, s’o’ hasObjecSpecifier s’

v’s’o’ is_a v’o’,v’ s’o’ hasObjecSpecifier s’o’

Figure 11. Candidate ontology skeleton construction
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For the label “Select quantity” MINIPAR 
suggests (top right in Figure 1) that “select” is 
a verb and “quantity” a noun. Since the ontol-
ogy already contains the concept “toChoose”, 
returned by SynsetRepr as the canonical repre-
sentative of the “select” synset, “toSelect” is not 
added to the ontology. The concept “quantity” 
is added as an “Object” subconcept and the 
concept “toChooseQuantity” as a subconcept 
of the concept “toChoose”, with the “hasTarge-
tObject” property restricted to “quantity”. The 

resulting updated ontology structure is shown 
in Figure 11.

CaSE STuDy

Domain ontology analysis

The three algorithms for sense disambiguation 
of head words of domain ontology concepts, 
have been applied to three small ontologies 
(selected portions of OntoSem).

Figure 12. An example of an ontology with a structure different from the one of WordNet

Table 10. Results of the application of the disambiguation algorithms to the ontology in Figure 12

heads(w) “Relative” 
res.

“Relative” 
sim.

“Child” 
res.

“Child” 
sim.

“Definition-
based” res.

“Definition-
based” sim.

correct 
sense

event - - - - - 0.0 -

analyze #1 0.5 - - #1 0.11 #1

determine #6 0.24 #5 0.22 #3 0.5 #3

compare #3 0.33 #3 0.5 #1 0.75 #1

differentiate #3 0.5 #3 0.5 - 0.0 #1

decide #1 0.23 - 0.0 #1 0.17 #1

Err - 0.0 - 0.0 - 0.0 #1

define #1 0.31 #5 0.9 #3 0.4 #3

evaluate #2 0.4 - 0.0 - 0.0 #1

identify #3 0.33 - 0.0 #1 0.5 #1

solve #2 0.32 - 0.0 #1 0.29 #1

test #1 0.34 #6 0.57 #1 0.11 #5

study #1 0.5 - - - 0.0 #1
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The first ontology, shown in Figure 12, 
is a generic ontology, classifying terms into 
very high-level categories. These categories 
have a structural organization quite different 
from the one adopted in WordNet, in which the 
hierarchies of different grammatical categories 
are strictly separated. By applying the three 
disambiguation algorithms to this ontology we 
get the results presented in Table 10.

The “relative” and the “child” algorithms 
seem not to work very well: only 3 senses out 
of 12 are correct for the first algorithm and 
none for the second. For both algorithms, the 
similarity values guiding the choice of the sense 
are lower than 0.5 (except for the concept “de-
fine” in the “child” disambiguation algorithm), 
indicating that the match found by the algorithm 
has low confidence and that it would be highly 
recommended to complement both algorithms 
with the outcome of the “definition-based” 
algorithm. Indeed, the “definition-based” 
algorithm has better performance: 7 out of 12 
correct senses; moreover, in case of incorrect 
or absent answers it also reports a very low 
similarity value, indicating low confidence in 
the match that was found. Hence, also in this 

case, the similarity level could provide a clue 
regarding the reliability of the results.

On the contrary, when considering ontolo-
gies with a structure more similar to the WordNet 
one and characterized by a sufficient level of 
detail, as in the case of the ontologies in Figure 
13, the performance of the disambiguation al-
gorithms improves substantially. Both the “rela-
tive” and the “child” algorithms provide very 
good results corresponding to high similarity 
values (almost all are greater than 0.4), while 
the “description-based” algorithm performs just 
a bit worse than the other algorithms (giving 
very low similarity values).

These results suggest therefore the possibil-
ity of integrating the “relative” and the “child” 
algorithms with the “definition-based” one, 
when the domain ontology comes with descrip-
tions that can be compared to those that can be 
found in WordNet. The choice of the algorithm 
can be done on the basis of the ontology type 
(e.g., considering its similarity with the WordNet 
structure and its granularity level), whenever 
the problem due to the different grammatical 
categories of hierarchies occurs, but also by 

Table 11. Results of the application of the disambiguation algorithms to the ontology in Figure 13 

heads(w) “Relative” 
res.

“Relative” 
sim.

“Child” 
res.

“Child” 
sim.

“Definition-
based” res.

“Definition-
based” sim.

correct 
sense

agree #2 0.4 #2 0.4 #2 0.22 #2

approve #1 0.4 #1 0.8 #1 0.2 #1

promise #1 0.43 #1 0.86 #1 0.14 #1

guarantee #1 0.86 #1 0.9 #1 0.08 #1

swear #3 0.82 #3 0-82 #4 0.11 #3

Figure 13. Two examples of ontologies with structure and granularity similar to the WordNet one
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evaluating the similarity values independently 
for each word.

Semantic annotation Suggestion 
and Domain ontology Extension

The approaches proposed for the business 
process semantic annotation and ontology 
extension have been applied to an on-Line 
Shop process and to an extract of a generic 
ontology (both available at http://selab.fbk.eu/
OnLineShop).

The process contains 36 activities to be 
annotated. The ontology, instead, is an extract 
of 231 classes out of the 7956 of the OntoSem 
ontology, whose concepts have been previously 
mapped to WordNet synsets using our approach.

For this case study, we chose as thresholds 
for word and sentence acceptances tw=0.6 and 
ts=0.85, respectively, based on our previous 
experience in similar annotation exercises. 
When considering the first label, “Choose a 
product group”, the business designer is sug-
gested to extend the ontology with the concept 
“group”. In fact, the maximum similarity value 
of the label with a concept in the ontology, 
is obtained with the “select” concept and is 
equal to 0.57, i.e. the weighted average over 
the semantic similarity values of the sentence 
components (1.0/(4+2+1) = 0.57), which is 
below ts. Moreover, introducing new concepts 
by composing concept names already in the 
ontology is also not enough for satisfying the 
threshold: the best information content similar-
ity value for the object “group” is 0.5 < tw; for 
the sentence it is 0.68 < ts. A “group” concept 

has therefore to be added to the ontology, as 
well as the composed concepts “selectGroup”, 
“goodGroup” and “selectGoodGroup”, since 
the word “product” is matched with the concept 
“good” in the maximized information content 
similarity.

When analyzing the label “Update product 
quantity” the concept “product” is proposed as 
a new concept for the ontology, since its best in-
formation content similarity value with respect 
to the ontology concepts is lower than those 
characterizing the other parts of the sentence.

After the business designer accepts this 
suggestion, it is possible to annotate the current 
activity with a new “modifyProduct” concept. 
It is also possible to improve the annotation 
of the “Choose a product group” activity: the 
annotation becomes “selectProductGroup” and 
the new similarity value 1.0. Whenever the 
ontology is extended, the previous annotation 
suggestions are automatically revised to identify 
cases where a better match has become possible.

Going ahead with the annotation of the 
other activities, the process will finally be an-
notated and the ontology extended with new 
concepts. The automatically suggested annota-
tions are shown in the second column in Table 
13. The single words added as new concepts 
to the ontology are marked by an asterisk. On 
the contrary, since the starting ontology does 
not contain composite concepts of the form 
verb-object, specified-specifier, verb-specifier-
object, almost all the composite concepts have 
been automatically added to the ontology during 
the preliminary analysis of the process labels.

Table 12. Results of the application of the disambiguation algorithms to the ontology in Figure 13 

heads(w) “Relative” 
res.

“Relative” 
sim.

“Child” 
res.

“Child” 
sim.

“Definition-
based” res.

“Definition-
based” sim.

correct 
sense

push #1 0.65 #1 0.37 #1 0.5 #1

expel #1 0.53 #1 0.6 #1 0.2 #1

launch #2 0.5 #2 0.53 #2 0.2 #2

press #5 0.24 #5 0.5 #5 0.1 #5

imprint #2 0.5 #2 0.5 #2 0.2 #2
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Table 13. Case study data for the semi-automatic annotation suggestion and domain ontology 
extension 

Activity 
label Automated suggestion S.sim Manual annotation R&C R TBR

Choose a 
product 
group

selectProduct*Group* 1.0 selectProductGroup 3 3 3

Search for a 
product 0.0 searchForProduct 0 0 2

Read policies readDocument 0.9 readPolicy 1 2 2

Choose a 
product selectProduct* 1.0 selectProduct 2 2 2

Select quan-
tity selectNumber 0.93 selectNumber 2 2 2

Add the 
product to 

the cart
addProduct* 1.0 addProduct 2 2 2

Update prod-
uct quantity modifyProduct*Number 0.86 modifyProductNumber 3 3 3

Remove 
product from 

cart
removeProduct* 1.0 removeProduct 2 2 2

Ask for 
checkout requestCheckout* 0.97 requestCheckout 2 2 2

Provide per-
sonal data supplyData 1.0 supplyData 2 2 2

Log-in Login* 1.0 Login 1 1 1

Choose ship-
ment method selectProduct*Method 0.98 selectShipmentMethod 2 3 3

Choose a 
payment 
method

selectMarketingMethod 0.96 selectPaymentMethod 2 3 3

Provide 
payment 

information
supplyMarketingData 0.96 supplyPaymentData 2 3 3

Confirm 
order confirmOrder 1.0 confirmOrder 2 2 2

Show the 
home page showPage* 0.86 showHomePage 2 2 3

Provide 
summarized 
product info

supply 1.0 supplyProductData 1 1 3

Provide 
policy infor-

mation
supplyDocumentData 0.95 supplyPolicyData 2 3 3

Show prod-
uct data showProduct*Data 1.0 showProductData 3 3 3

continued on following page
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Without suggestions, the semantic annota-
tion activity is hard, mainly in the case of huge 
domain ontologies. As an example, let us con-
sider the activity labelled with the short sentence 
“Provide product information”. In order to find 
a good annotation for the verb “provide” (i.e. 
the concept “supply”), the business designer has 

to go down, by manually browsing the extract 
of the OntoSem ontology, through four nested 
levels from the “event” category (Figure 14). 
Moreover, while browsing the ontology, she 
could also be wrong by choosing as semantic 
annotation the verb “give” instead of “supply”. 
This verb, in fact, may seem to be a synonym of 

Figure 14. Extracts of the OntoSem ontology

Provide de-
tailed product 
information

supplyProduct*Data 1.0 supplyProductData 3 3 3

Check 
product 

availability
confirmProduct*Availability* 0.96 checkProductAvailability 2 3 3

Create cart createCart* 1.0 createCart 2 2 2

Warn Buyer warn*Buyer* 1.0 warnBuyer 2 2 2

Compute 
total calculateModel 0.86 calculateTotal 1 2 2

Visualize cart visualize*Cart* 1.0 showCart 1 2 2

Check out Confirm 0.93 Checkout 0 1 1

Collect per-
sonal data accumulateData 1.0 accumulateData 2 2 2

Check login 
data 0.0 checkLoginData 0 0 3

Store ship-
ment method 0.0 storeShipmentMethod 0 0 3

Store pay-
ment method 0.0 storePaymentMethod 0 0 3

Store pay-
ment infor-

mation
0.0 storePaymentData 0 0 3

Update 
stocked prod-

uct data
modifyProduct*Data 0.92 modifyProductData 3 3 3

52 61 80

Table 13. continued

continued on following page
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the verb “provide”, while in OntoSem it repre-
sents the transfer of possession. Similarly, before 
retrieving the noun “data” for the semantic an-
notation of the “information” part of the short 
sentence, the business designer has to go down 
through 3 levels of nesting (Figure 14). Also 
in this case, she may easily be wrong, maybe 
stopping at a higher nesting level and therefore 
choosing a too general concept (for example 
“knowledge” instead of “data”). Finally in the 
case of the term “product” a new term has to 
be added to the ontology and, before coming 
up with this resolution, the business designer 
needs to browse a relevant part of the ontology to 
check whether the needed concept exists or not.

In order to evaluate the approach, we asked 
a human (a BPMN expert with a good domain 
knowledge) to perform the same task, starting 
from the same domain ontology and giving 
her the possibility to add new concepts, when 
necessary, but working without any automated 
suggestion. The guidelines followed in the ex-
ecution of this exercise were similar to those 
implemented in our approach. We compared 
(Table 13) the manual semantic annotations, 
i.e. our gold standard, with those obtained with 
the automated approach. The comparison has 
been performed separately on the three main 
label components (i.e., verb, object, and object 
specifier). We base the evaluation on two as-
sumptions: (1) if a concept for the annotation of 
a part of a sentence is in the ontology, in order 
to be correct, it has to be exactly the same in 
both manual and automated result; (2) if a new 
concept has to be added to the ontology it will 
likely have the same name of the sentence part 
it is required to match.

We define: (1) reported and correct (R&C), 
the number of label parts semantically anno-
tated by our technique with exactly the same 
concepts used in the gold standard; (2) reported 
(R), the number of the label parts for which our 
technique has provided a suggestion; (3) to be 
reported (TBR), the number of annotation con-
cepts (already in the ontology or added later) in 
the gold standard. We computed precision and 

recall for our case study: precision = R&C / R 
= 0.85 and recall = R&C / TBR = 0.65.

Both these quantitative results and the 
qualitative assessment we made based on the 
results shown in Table 13 indicate that the 
proposed approach is viable and effective in 
supporting the difficult and expensive task 
of adding semantic annotations to business 
processes.

CoNCluSIoN aND 
FuTurE WorkS

In this work, we addressed the problem of 
supporting business designers in the semantic 
annotation of process activities. In detail, we 
propose an approach for:

(1)  Disambiguating the head words of the con-
cepts in the domain ontology, with respect 
to their WordNet senses, by applying (a 
combination of) three novel algorithms;

(2)  Suggesting, given a disambiguated domain 
ontology, candidate ontology concepts 
to be used for the annotation of process 
activities;

(3)  Whenever a domain ontology does not exist 
or does not contain concepts sufficient for 
precise annotation of a process element, 
creating an ontology skeleton or extending 
the domain ontology with new concepts.

In our future work we plan to:

(1)  Further integrate the information available 
in WordNet, domain ontology and process 
structure;

(2)  Further investigate heuristics and similarity 
measures useful for annotation suggestion;

(3)  Investigate the use of ontology matching 
when adding new single-term concepts to 
the domain ontology;

(4)  Exploit linguistic resources other than 
WordNet for measuring word similarity.
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htm.
2  MINIPAR takes advantage of WordNet.
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moOntology/sumo_ontology.html.
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owl.
5  We assume that every clause has at most one 

object and that the parser, in case of ditransitive 
verbs, is able to retrieve the “main” object.
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